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WISHING THE LOHANA COMMUNITY 
A WONDERFUL DIPWALI AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

FROM RAJU RADIA AND FAMILY
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The Directors and staff of Kanta 
Enterprises Group & Fairview Hotel 
Collection would like to wish everyone a 

Happy Diwali and a prosperous New Year

With the compliments of 
Chatwani Family

Kanta Enterprise Group

Kanta House, Victoria Road, South Ruislip HA4 0JQ
Phone: 0208 842 2011 Fax: 0208 842 1424

info@kanta-enterprises.com
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                                                                                     THE PRIME MINISTER  
 
 
It gives me great pleasure to send my best wishes to the Lohana Community North 
London for Diwali.  
 
Diwali – with its universal message of the victory of good over evil – presents a fantastic 
chance to bind communities together and celebrate festivities no matter their faith. It is a 
timely opportunity to recognise that we can take the tolerance, discipline and goodwill 
that the festival symbolises and embrace this positive spirit all year round. We should 
start as we mean to go on! 
 
The Lohana community – with role models such as Baroness Vadera, Lord Popat and 
Lord Gadhia – is an example of the outstanding contribution that British Hindus have 
made to the UK across all walks of life. The community demonstrates a rich history of 
shared values, such as an appreciation of the importance of family life, an unwavering 
work ethic and an admirable level of hospitality. It is hugely admirable that the 
community continues to have such an incredible impact in our society today. 
 
My Hindu faith has been so important in all the decisions I continue to make for our 
country. I took great pride lighting diyas on Downing Street when I was Chancellor and it 
will always be special to me that my becoming Prime Minister came at such an 
auspicious time in the Hindu calendar last year.  
 
I know that the celebrations for this year will be bright and inspirational. I wish everyone 
a happy Diwali and a joyous New Year. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
12 November 2023 

1O DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SW1A 2AA 
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Ashton Lodge is our latest brand new 92 bed care centre, built to the highest specification to meet 
ever evolving national care standards.
 
Our home is situated on 95 Edgware Road within a few minutes walking distance to local shops and 
bus routes.  Registration for our residents requiring nursing and dementia care, alongside physical 
disability and frailty is well underway.

Ashton lodge is keen to establish stAshton lodge is keen to establish strong links with the local community and health & social care 
agencies, providing information and support to people living in the centre and their families and 
friends. Strong links with Age Concern, The Alzheimer’s Society and local social services assist 
with this.

Our meals are cooked on the premises by our resident chef and our menus offer a variety of different 
meals.  We are able to cater for special diets for medical, religious or cultural reasons.

We always like having family and friends visit our residents and actively encourage this. Being part 
of the wider community is also very important to us, as it gives our of the wider community is also very important to us, as it gives our residents a sense of belonging.
Our manager is committed to working in partnership and offers a transparent approach to the 
management of the centre.  We have an open door policy and actively welcome any comments, ideas 
and suggestions that we can use to make our homes an even better place to live.

Ashton Lodge Care Centre
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TIGGA SMILE LTD

FOR FURTHER ADVICE AND INFORMATION
CONTACT MILL HILL SURGERY TEL: 0208 959 9974

EMERGENCY CONTACT: 07961 123 942EMERGENCY CONTACT: 07961 123 942

tiggasmile.co.uk

INCORPORATING: MILL HILL DENTAL HEALTH CENTRE • LUTON DENTAL HEALTH CENTRE
NORTHWOOD DENTAL STUDIO • BEDFORD DENTAL CENTRE

A SMILE THAT LOOKS, FEELS AND FUNCTIONS NATURALLY. ALSO ALLOWS 
PATIENTS TO GET RID OF LOOSE, ILL FITTED DENTURES AND PROVIDE 

TREATMENT FOR MISSING TEETH.

Latest Dental Implant Techniques
•  Cosmetic Dentistry – Crown, Bridge, Veneers and  

Tooth Whitening
• CBCT (3D X-Ray) for implants
•  Intra-Oral Camera – Allowing Patients a Closer View of  

Dental Problems
•  New Pain Relief  For Sore, Sensitive Gums

Dr Samir Jagsi - B.D.S (Guys-Lond),  
L.D.S.R.C.S (Eng), DipCon Sedation 
(Ncstle)
Shreeya Vekaria - Bsc Dent Tech 
(Manchester), Practice Coordinator

Dr Shreenal Jagsi - B.D.S (Bris), 
M.F.D.S RCPS(Glasg) DipCon 
Sedation(Guys)
Smita Jagsi - Administration  
Director, MPS (Sund)

Wishing all the Lohanas
A Happy Diwali and  

A Prosperous New Year
Smita, Samir Jagsi & family

• Same Day Emergency Service
• Dental Implants
• Saturday and Late Evening Appointments Available

Specialising in treating nervous  
and anxious patients using  
conscious sedation

Enlighten teeth whitening system 
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FOR FURTHER ADVICE AND INFORMATION
CONTACT NORTHWOOD SURGERY TEL: 01923 840 003

EMERGENCY CONTACT: 07961 123 942EMERGENCY CONTACT: 07961 123 942

tiggasmile.co.uk

NORTHWOOD BRANCH AT: JOEL STREET, GROUND FLOOR, ARGYLE HOUSE, NORTHWOOD HILLS, HA6 1NW

A SMILE THAT LOOKS, FEELS AND FUNCTIONS NATURALLY. ALSO ALLOWS 
PATIENTS TO GET RID OF LOOSE, ILL FITTED DENTURES AND PROVIDE 

TREATMENT FOR MISSING TEETH.

Denture Wearers &  
Dental Implants
Dentures can correct problems resulting from 
missing teeth, since dentures replace the structure 
and functionality of  missing teeth.
Disadvantages with dentures range from being  
loose, uncomfortable and unstable; especially when 
eating or speaking. Denture wearers often report  
that their speech is impaired and that they cannot 
taste their food properly.

Dental Implants Provide  
Denture Stabilistation
Problems occurring from loose dentures can 
be solved; ensuring that people are free from 
discomfort, lisping and awkwardness that 
conventional dentures bring.
Dental implants can act as anchors for either a 
detachable bridge (or ‘overdenture’) or a fixed 
bridge (or ‘hybrid’), removing the issue of  dentures 
becoming loose and moving about inside the mouth 
causing discomfort.

Dr Samir Jagsi - B.D.S (Guys-Lond),  
L.D.S.R.C.S (Eng), DipCon Sedation 
(Ncstle)
Shreeya Vekaria - Bsc Dent Tech 
(Manchester), Practice Coordinator

Dr Shreenal Jagsi - B.D.S (Bris), 
M.F.D.S RCPS(Glasg) DipCon 
Sedation(Guys)
Smita Jagsi - Administration  
Director, MPS (Sund)

• Same Day Emergency Service
• Dental Implants
• Saturday and Late Evening Appointments Available

Tiger Smiles Ltd 
Brand New Branch Open 
319 Kenton Road, 
Kenton HA3 0XN 

 

હવે તમે સરખી�  રીતે IMPLANT કરાવી શકો છો. બત્રીસી સાથે અને 
બત્રીસી  વગર IMPLANT કરાવો��જ ેહેરો��HARROW) માાં કરાવી શકશો��

IMPLANT ના ફાયદા : 
1. જમવામાાં અને બોલવામાાં સરળ રહેશે� 

2. સ્વાદ તમને સારી રીતે મળશે� 

3. બત્રીસી એકદમ ફફટ રહેશે. ફબલકુલ હલશે નહી ાં જથેી તમને વધુ 

COMFORTABLE રહેશ.ે 

4. દુખાવો ઓછો રહેશે�  

5. બરાબર હસી શકશો� 

આ નવી ટર ીટમેન્ટની વધ ુમાફહતી માટે ફોન કરો. ગુજરાતી માાં વાત કરી 
શકશો���

સાંપકક  કરો : સમીર & સ્મીતા જગશી નો સાંપકક  કરો��������������� 

TIGGA SMILE LTD
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We would like to wish all Lohana Community Members a
very Happy Diwali and Prosperous New Year

Best Wishes

Dhirubhai & Late Ushaben Sangani 
Sailesh,Harsha, Sasha-Chandni & Simi Unercat

Atul, Nila & Shivam Sangani
Deven, Juneeshree, Jaya & Dilan Sangani

Harrow Business Centre, 429-433 Pinner Road, Harrow HA1 4HN

020 8515 2750  

www.harrowbusinesscentre.com

May this Diwali bring with it fresh hopes, brighter days, and new dreams! Wishing
you and your family a very Happy Diwali

From All of us at Harrow Business Centre

Virtual & Registered
Office Services Coworking Space Private Office Suites Meeting Rooms & Event

Spaces
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H A N S R A J  A M A R S H I
P O P A T  F A M I L Y

Garden Court Hotel
Notting Hill
LONDON
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Wishing you all a  
Happy Diwali & a  

Prosperous New Year

0208 900 1191 • info@liquidbubble.com
www.liquidbubble.co.uk

PLEASE CALL 0208 900 1191 OR EMAIL SALES@LIQUIDBUBBLE.COM WITH YOUR ENQUIRY

PRINTED PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

From pens to powerbanks we have the personalised 
products to suit your business goals.

A5 Notebooks  
Soft Feel PU Hardback Cover with 

Bespoke Branding

Drawstring Backpacks  
Durable and lightweight. Screen 

Printed 1 colour

GRAPHIC DESIGN & BRANDING

WEBSITE DESIGN & ONLINE MARKETING

Establish your brand identity with high-quality and impactful 
logo designs, stationery, social media templates, and more.

Beautifully crafted websites and online digital marketing 
services to promote your brand.

Prideview Group  
Logo Design & Branding

BBC Good Food Show
Food Event Website

Capital Enterprises  
Brochure Design & Printing

Polaris Insurance
Website for Insurance Services

EXHIBITION & SIGNAGE

Full range of options available for internal and external 
signage and exhibition graphics.

Greyline  
Exhibition Display Stand Graphics 

with Printed Carry Case

Caisson-io  
3mm Black Acrylic Wall Sign

Client: Greyline   Title: Exhibition Items   Date: Oct 2022

MOCK UP VISUAL
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AMKI Management Ltd. 
107 Baker Street, London, W1U 6RP 

Tel: 020 7486 9797 Fax: 020 7486 6768 Email: marketing@capricornhotels.co.uk  

 

Lohana Community North London 

Bhayani Family 
London & Kisumu 
would like to wish  

blandfordhotel.com 

oliverplazahotel.co.uk 

byronhotel.co.uk 

Happy Diwali & Prosperous New Year 
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Unit A3, Merlin Centre, Acrewood Way, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL4 0JY
Tel: 01727 791 200  •  Fax: 01727 835 683  •  Email: admin@hallwatts.co.uk

www.hallwatts.com

Hall & Watts and Mas Zengrange Group of Companies

Happy Diwali  
& Prosperous  
New Year

from 
Indu and Arvind Thakkar

Viral  Sital  Meera  Sanjiv
Misha  Marissa
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To the President and all members of LCNL... 
 
People often ask me why and how the Shrimad Bhagavatam can still be relevant 
today, 5000 years after it was first composed by Shri Veda Vyas. I always say that 
this beautiful scripture teaches us three main things: 1. How to live in harmony 
with our environment and mother nature; 2. How to live in harmony with animals 
and all living creatures; 3. How to live in harmony with other human beings. These 
simple and universal teachings are present in the Shrimad Bhagavatam , and are 
still relevant today. 
 
We all need to learn how to live in harmony, not just with the world, living 
creatures and fellow humans, but also with ourselves. 
 
Diwali is a good time to make changes in our lives, in our homes, in our 
businesses, in our families and in our communities to allow for this harmony to 
take place and bring auspiciousness in the New Year. 
 
My warmest wishes and blessings to all of you and your loved ones during this 
festive occasion. 
 
Jai Shri Krishna, 
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would like to wish all
the Lohana community

A Happy Diwali
and a Prosperous New Year!

www.jadepharmacy.co.uk

Contact us if you would like us to order, collect and deliver your repeat prescription FREE

Jade Lohana Diwali advert 2015 :Layout 1  7/9/15  08:01  Page 1
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38 Hight Street, Pinner, Harrow
HA5 5PW

51 High Street, Harrow on the Hill
HA1 3HT

49 High Street, Harrow on the Hill
HA1 3HT

Best Wishes from Sunny, Meera, Sanvika & Ruhani Ruparelia

Please do pop in to see us, we would love to see you all

T O  Y O U  A L L

Diwali
Happy
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Vinay Tanna DL
Solicitor and Notary public  

Managing Director of
Garner & Hancock Solicitors and Notaries
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From lavish interiors to varied activity 
programmes and freshly-cooked meals, 
Karuna Manor in Harrow and Kailash Manor 

We focus on spiritual well-being for the 
mind, body and soul, support cultural 

the specialised and high-quality care we are 
known for at TLC Care.

Introducing our beautiful homes, Karuna 
Manor in Harrow and our luxurious new
home Kailash Manor in Pinner.

Wishing you 
all a Happy 
Diwali

Be the heart of our family Facilities in our
homes include: 
• Stunning en-suite, fully 

furnished bedrooms

• Temple

• Private dining room

• Restaurant-style 
dining room

• Café bistro bar

• Library

• Cinema room

• Gym at Kailash Manor 

• Spa and treatment room

• Excellent range of 
Communal spaces and 
Lounges

Royston Grove, Pinner, London, HA5 4HE

To arrange your show round
call us on 020 3131 8627
or email bdm@kailashmanor.co.uk

kailashmanor.co.uk
Christchurch Avenue, Harrow, HA3 58D

To arrange your show round
call us on 020 3131 8624
or email bdm@karunamanor.co.uk

karunamanor.co.uk

Residential Care  •  Nursing Care  •  Dementia Care  •  Respite Care

F_TLC_J006966 Karuna and Kailash Manor A4 Diwali Advert V2.indd   1 15/09/2022   17:41
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A personalised and trusted funeral service serving the local asian community

020 8204 2009
info@mokshfuneralcare.com
www.mokshfuneralcare.com

24hr Line

Akshay Barot
07961 180420

Nishit Patel
07956 854856

Ashish R ao
07946 307622

OFFICES / BRANCHES
HARROW
425 Honeypot lane 
Stanmore
Middlesex,
HA7 1JJ

SOUTHALL
508/510 Lady Margaret Road 
Southall
Middlsex
UB1 2NP

SERVICES
\ Dedicated chapel of rest (Mandir)

\ Specialist in asian funerals

\ Washing and dressing facilities

\ Priest arranged to perform last rites

\ Arrangement of �owers

\ Repatriation
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To,
The Lohana Community Members

 The festival of light is here again to enlighten the lives with health, joy,  
peace, prosperity and the spirit to live happily .  And it is a delight to know that 
you all are also ready to distribute the Annual Booklet with the same spirit 
and enthusiasm. 
 Diwali and the Gujarati New Year fills our hearts with the message to 
remove the darkness of ignorance, prejudice, ego, jealousy and undisciplined 
behaviour from within and to reach out to each and every human selflessly.
 May you all get  blessed by Shree Thakorji for a wonderful life full of 
happiness, joy, peace and noble causes for the society as well as the nation. My 
heartiest wishes to all of you for a enlightened Diwali and an illuminated New 
Year. 
 

Goswami Vrajrajkumarji

Date : 
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Wishing you all a Happy DiwaliWishing you all a Happy Diwali
andand

Prosperous New YearProsperous New Year
fromfrom

Rekha, Kantesh, Rekha, Kantesh, 
Shyam and Suraj Shyam and Suraj PopatPopat

Dunwoody House, 396 Kenton Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 9DH

020 8909 1000
admin@kennfordgroup.com
www.kennfordgroup.com
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Delivering excellence in fresh 
produce and �ne foods

Valimex Foodservice
W: www.valimex.co.uk

IG: @valimexltd
Linkedin: Valimex Foodservice

Wishing you a 

fru�ful  

Diwali and a Happy New Year  
�lled with blessings and prosperity

Best wishes from
Raajev & Viraaj Thakrar & Family

  

Valimex
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B E S T  C O M P L I M E N T S  F R O M  
T H E  J O S H I  FA M I LY

heretohelp@carongroup.wales 
www.carongroup.wales
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Tirupati

Bodh GayaBodh GayaRajkot

Embark on an unforgettable journey int Uganda and Kenya with Marasa Africa. Whether you're planning your 
entire trip or staying in our well-appointed lodges, we welcome you to experience the safari of a lifetime. 

With a heritage spanning four generations,we've been captivated by these remarkable destinations.

From early morning bush walks to private bush dining, breathtaking locations to sunset cocktails, boat cruises 
along Africa's grand rivers to iconic waterfall encounters, our Marasa Africa Packages are tailored to your 

desires. Customize any package to your needs. Our historic lodges are nestled in Uganda and Kenya's finest 
national parks, offering unparalleled safari experiences. It's the warmth and professionalism of our team that 

keeps our guests returning for a rejuvenating escape.

M A R A S A  A F R I C A  W I S H E S  Y O U  A  V E R Y  H A P P Y  D I W A L I   

To see pricing and package offers, scan here or visit www.marasa.net.Central Reservations: Uganda +256 (0) 312 260 260/ Kenya +254 202 101 333 

C H O B E  S A R A R I  L O D G E
U G A N D A

P A R A A  S A R A R I  L O D G E
U G A N D A

M W E Y A  S A R A R I  L O D G E
U G A N D A

S I L V E R B A C K  L O D G E
U G A N D A

A B E R D A R E  C O U N T R Y  C L U B
K E N Y A

M A R A  L E I S U R E Y  C L U B
K E N Y A

T H E  A R K
K E N Y A

O P E N I N G  I N  2 0 2 4

A
rti

st
 im

pr
es

si
on
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B.A.P.S. Swaminarayan Mandir, Shahibaug Road, Ahmedabad – 380 004, Gujarat, India 
Email: letters@in.baps.org • www.baps.org 
 

 
16 September 2023 

Robbinsville, USA 
 

To all members of the Lohana Community of North London,  

Jay Swaminarayan, Jay Shri Krishna and Jay Siya-Ram.  

On this auspicious occasion of Diwali and the Hindu New Year, we would like to offer 
our sincere prayers and best wishes to all our friends belonging to the Lohana 
community in North London as well as Lohana communities across the UK.  

Diwali is a time to celebrate the triumph of good over evil. It inspires values of 
goodwill, hope and harmony across communities. It provides a source of inspiration 
for all. It is a time to not just reflect, but also an opportunity to look forward with 
hope, optimism, and positivity.  

May the New Year usher in a new era of renewed spirituality and faith in our lives. 
May Bhagwan Swaminarayan, Shri Radha-Krishna Bhagwan, Shri Sita-Rama Bhagwan, 
Shri Parvati-Shankar Bhagwan, His Holiness Pramukh Swami Maharaj, and all our 
revered deities and sages shower their blessings on all for everlasting peace, 
happiness, and success.  

With innermost prayers and best wishes for your celebrations.  

 

 

Sadhu Keshavjivandas 
(His Holiness Mahant Swami Maharaj, Spiritual Head, BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha)  
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14	September	2018	
Amdavad,	India	

	
	
Respected	Lohana	Community	of	North	London,	
Namaste	and	Jai	Swaminarayan.		
	
From	everyone	at	BAPS	Shri	Swaminarayan	Mandir	in	Neasden,	London,	we	wish	all	
our	Lohana	friends	in	North	London	an	enlightening	Diwali	and	a	joyous	New	Year.	
		
Diwali	is	indeed	a	joyous	occasion	for	millions	around	the	world,	when	the	love,	energy	
and	bliss	of	God	are	celebrated	and	revitalised.	
		
It	is	with	deep	joy	that	I	have	learnt	that	The	Lohana	Community	of	North	London	is	
coming	together	to	celebrate	Diwali.	This	itself	is	an	occasion	for	celebration	and	
growth.	
	
May	Bhagwan	Swaminarayan,	His	Holiness	Pramukh	Swami	Maharaj	and	all	our	
respective	ishtadevas	and	gurus	bless	the	trustees,	members,	sponsors	and	supporters	
of	The	Lohana	Community	with	abundant	strength,	wisdom	and	enthusiasm	to	fulfil	
your	noble	goals.		
	
May	the	Diwali	festivities	spark	in	you	all	the	light	of	friendship,	harmony,	humility	and	
charity.	May	we	grow	together	in	peace,	goodness	and	service.	
	
With	innermost	prayers	and	very	best	wishes,	
	
	
	
Sadhu	Keshavjivandas	
(His	Holiness	Mahant	Swami	Maharaj)	
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Sightseeing Tours
& Attractions

020 7233 7030                   www.goldentours.com

Book Online

in partnership with Palan Foundation

Private and Bespoke Experiences Afternoon English Tea BusAttraction Tickets

Evening Tours and Entertainment

Luxury Day Tours by Executive Coach

Hop-on Hop-o�  Open Top Bus Tours

Warner Bros. Studio Tour London

Day Trips by Rail
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Best wishes from 
Prakash Jariwala

Bharat Vanza
Rakesh Thakkar 
& all at Sterling

Chartered Accountants, Registered Auditors,  
Business and Tax Advisors

Delivering success without stress

Wishing all the readers  
Happy Diwali and a Healthly 
and Prosperous New Year

www.sterlingca.com
020 8515 2929

info@sterlingca.com

STGCA LLP t/a Sterling
505 Pinner Road, 
Harrow, Middlesex HA2 6EH

sterling_accountants_diwali2021_advert.indd   1 27/09/2021   09:34
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We o�er flexible o�ce space from 100 Sqft to 5,000 Sqft with
centres located at Colindale & North Finchley featuring:

On Site Car Park
Furnished or Unfurnished

High Speed Internet
Excellent Value for Money

Watling Gate, 297-303 Edgware Road, Colindale, London, NW9 6NB
Tel: 020 8834 0799 or 020 8951 5151

E-mail: amit@cranelondon.com

Join the party  
at Kidz Escape

Do you have what it takes to party with Kidz Escape!  
A party venue to celebrate your birthday party  

or enjoy a fun filled family day out

www.kidzescape.co.uk  •  020 3764 7160  •  info@kidzescape.co.uk

713 High Road, North Finchley, London N12 0BP

NURSERY PLACES AVAILABLE

t. 020 8445 1453
www.puddle-duck.com

send your CV to:
northfinchley@puddle-duck.com

Recruiting for all positions now

Pamper Parties,  Slime Parties, Escape Room Parties, Karaoke Parties, Arts Parties, you can really  have it all...Book your 

perfect 

combination 

using our new 

online booking 

system Birth
day Parties

Rated GOOD on our first Ofsted inspection

Franchise opportunites available –  please  enquire

Customer  

reviews... 

Best party  

venue!
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PAINTED SPLASHBACKS MIRRORS BEVELLED & POLISHED 

SHOWERS DOORS BALUSTRADES BESPOKE GLASS FURNITURE 

THE LEADING GLASS, MIRROR & SPLASHBACK PROCESSORS  

THE ONE STOP SHOP EVERYONE NEEDS ALSO INTRODUCING ..  

Suppliers of all glass fittings & accessories  

HINGES – HANDLES – BRACKETS – SEALS – CHANNELS 

CLAMPS – BASE SHOES – JULIET BALCONIES – CANOPIES  

BEST WISHES TO LOHANA COMMUNITY NORTH LONDON 

HAPPY DIWALI & PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 

FROM 

RASHMI, AMIT & ANISH DEVANI 
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Diwali best wishes to the Lohana Community

Bespoke menus for all events

Meera’s

Come visit our Meera’s Xpress Branches to 
experience a taste of India. We offer a wide 
range of food options from Indo Chinese, 

South Indian, Canapes/Starters

Specialist for:
Weddings • Reception 

Masala Dosa made on site 
Pizzas made on site

Our speciality Lunch Thali 
available Monday to Friday

Caterers of Pure Vegetarian 
Dishes for all Occasions

www.meerasxpress.com www.meeracaterers.com

205 Streatfield Road, Kenton HA3 9DA 
Tel: 020 8206 0022

143/145 Ballards Lane, Finchley N3 1LJ 
Tel: 020 8371 8677

NOW OPEN 
7 Rowland Place, Green Lane, Northwood, Middlesex HA6 1AB

Meera House, 9 Parr Road, Stanmore,  
Middlesex HA7 1NL 
Tel: 0208 952 6700

Meera
caterers
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The World Health Organisation has recommended acupuncture for over 100 conditions, and it is 
becoming a common alternative or complementary therapy for many conditions, comprehensively 

researched by the British Acupuncture Council and other institutions, including:
joint (hip/knee/back/shoulder/sciatica) pain & stiffness • skin disorders (eczema, psoriasis, 
acne, dry skin) • gynaecological menopause & fertility issues • mental & emotional health & 
wellbeing • headaches & migraines • chronic illness (ME, fibromyalgia MS) • asthma • sinus 

problems • digestive issues • cancer support (nausea, hot flushes) • facial rejuvenation

Chinese medicine is a holistic system medicine based on the principle that energy, or Qi/Prana is the 
lifeforce that flows through every living being. when Qi flows easily, our health is good. When Qi is 
not flowing properly or easily, our health suffers. Acupuncture is one of the key treatment methods 

that influences the flow of Qi to restore, harmonise and release the flow within the organs and 
throughout the body using fine needles inserted at specific points in the body to access this Qi

E: info@trikona-wellness.com  •  T:+44 (0) 7596 228 555  •  www.trikona-wellness.com

contact us for a free 15 minute confidential consultation/chat

about us
Neena Thakkar BSc(hons) degree in Chinese medicine & Licentiate in 
Acupuncture is trained in both traditional Chinese medicine and classical five 
elements acupuncture. She speaks English and Gujarati. Prior to becoming a 
Chinese medicine therapist, Neena worked for over 30 years as a solicitor and 
business consultant. She was motivated by her father’s passing to pursue her 
training in holistic medicine. Neena’s clinics are in Northwood and Finchley
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BRAHMAJYOTI  
THE LEA WESTERN AVE 

DENHAM UXBRIDGE 
MIDDLESEX UB9 4NA 

EMAIL: AMUK@ANOOPAM-MISSION.ORG 
WEBSITE: WWW.ANOOPAM-MISSION.ORG 

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION.  CHARITY REG. NO.274942  
 
 
 

Swami Shriji 

 
 

–

ee Thakorji and Gurudev Yogiji Maharaj’s lotus feet.
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Wishing you All a Happy Diwali and a very  
Healthy and Prosperous New Year

century

https://bit.ly/tannalifestylefinancialplanning

Keeping on top of your finances can often fall way down 
your list of priorities. We get it. Managing your wealth is time-
consuming and complex and we understand that your time is 
precious. You want to spend it with your loved ones, living the 
lifestyle that makes you happy now and into the future.

You are unique, so you deserve a service that reflects your 
personal circumstances and aspirations. So we pride 
ourselves on building long-term relationships, placing you 
and your goals at the heart of everything we do.

SJP Approved 12/10/2023
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Happy Diwali
The Kelstone Court Care Home Family  

would like to wish you all a very Happy Diwali  
and a Prosperous New Year

Kelstone Court Care Home
Providing 

RESIDENTIAL CARE • NURSING CARE • DEMENTIA CARE • RESPITE

Kelstone Court Nursing Home, 153 Camborne Road, Morden, SM4 4JN
0208 5420748  •  Hello@Kelstonecourt.co.uk  •  www.Kelstonecourt.co.uk
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London Office: Kalamu House, 11 Coldbath Square, London EC1R 5HL
Harrow Office: Amba House, 3rd Floor, 15 College Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1BA

Partners: Ketan Shah, Shilpa Chheda, Shakunt Shah, Harsheel Dodhia, Kunal Bharadva,
Jaimin Shah, Atul Shah and Mert Ziya

KLSA LLP CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Tel   +44(0) 20 7490 5525 E-mail enquiries@klsa.net  Web   www.klsa.net 

passion teamwork clarity quality integrity

KLSA LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with Registered Number OC342575.

Associated Offices In Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda & South Sudan

Accountants &
Business Advisers

“your trusted
accountants
and business

advisers”

May the Divine Light of Diwali spread into your Life
Peace, Prosperity, Happiness and Good Health.

Happy Deepavali
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May the auspicious 
lights of Diwali 
illuminate every 
corner of your life.

020 8861 7575  
lawrencegrant.co.uk

Delivering essential tax planning and financial services that connect 
our clients, and move us all forward into a brighter tomorrow.

May this Diwali, bring prosperity, happiness, peace, 
wealth, and endless joy. Wishing you a Happy Diwali.

PERSONAL BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL MORTGAGES

Accounting for the ambitious.
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Services offered: 
 Egg freezing 
 IVF and ICSI 
 Embryo genetic testing 
 Gynaecology services 
 Fertility MOT and wellness checks 
 Fertility investigations 
 Indian donor eggs available 

Your one-stop Fertility Clinic 
 

 

020 8075 8881 

Half-price Initial consultation when 
quoting code: LohanaDiwali 
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President’s Message for Diwali & the New Year
Jai Shree Krishna, Jai Siyaram & Jai Jalaram

On this auspicious festival of  lights I feel privileged and honoured to wish you all a Happy Diwali 
and a prosperous Nutan Varsha Abhinandan, LCNL is looking forward to welcoming the New 
Year with dedication to serving our Community at every level and I am encouraged by your 
support this year and in future.

Diwali is always a time to reflect and show appreciation to everyone at LCNL functions which 
grow with a very determined and able team. I take great pride in the achievements of  all our 
Committees and members, I applaud the following - Social Team, Youth League, Mahila’s, 
Seniors-and Convenors who are dedicated and investing time In organising religious, cultural, 

Educational, Business related and Entertainment events. LCNL is very proud of  our vibrant and dedicated Operating bodies 
– YLS, Youth Group, Mahilas, Social Centre for Men & Ladies, the Bereavement Team, Gita & Yoga group. In addition to 
this we have a strong and supportive LCF & RCT Trust Boards who are playing their different roles efficiently.

All the activities of  LCNL are comprehensively transmitted to all our members at large via e-shots & News & Events, we at 
LCNL are very grateful to our members and well-wishers and especially our sponsors. We are increasingly motivated by our 
digital teams who guide us in this Digital Age.

I would like to take this moment to thank all the selfless volunteers from Vinubhai Kotecha’s volunteers ’group, our well-
wishers, sponsors, all our members and special applause to all our committee members.

I am proud to announce that LCNL received the 2021 Best Lohana Mahajan Award from Shree Lohana Mahaparishad.

I would like to welcome and congratulate the newly elected LCF Chairperson Vinodbhai Thakrar & Secretary Janubhai 
Kotecha. Thanks to the outgoing Chairperson Manishbhai Sanghani & Secretary Pratibhaben Lakhani for their hard work & 
effort for their service in the long term.

Massive congratulations to Bharat Ghelani, Past President Yatinbhai Dawada, Secretary Amit Chandarana for editing this 
wonderful edition of  Diwali Magazine. Special thanks to Immediate Past President Dineshbhai Shonchhatra, Urmilaben 
Thakkar, Pratibhaben Lakhani & Sudhirbhai Jagsi for all their help in compiling this magazine in timely fashion.

I am proud to announce that LCNL is organising our Medical Camp after a gap of  5 years. Note the date in your diary – 
Sunday 3rd December 2023.

We are also planning to launch the LCNL’s over 50’s Social Club for Men & Ladies combined. I am particularly encouraged 
to bring to fruition my vision to organise and set up the Medical camp & Social club for 50’s.

I will entertain your ideas and suggestions which would entice LCNL to partake in more activities and ventures that would 
augment our already thriving community as a whole.

I am very honoured to thank our Sponsors and advertisers, your continued support is thoroughly appreciated in the highest 
regard by LCNL and our wider Community as we could not produce the yearly Diwali Magazine without your trust and 
support.

Lastly, being at helm of  such a long standing organisation is a true honour and I put myself  forward with dedication and this 
is not possible without immediate and internal support from my entire family & friends. To this end, I would like to thank my 
husband Nitin and family and my brother Atul and bhabhi Palvi for their encouragement throughout the year.

We have all endured through some challenging times, the pandemic, economic strife, the war in Ukraine and now the Middle 
East, I would like you all to join me in offering a prayer for peace and harmony to prevail and I truly wish for goodwill to all 
and a happy, healthy future now and always….

Please accept my most sincere Greetings of  Love and Light.

Meena Jasani 
LCNL President 2023-2025

YESTERDAY IS BUT A DREAM, TOMORROW IS ONLY A VISION, BUT TODAY WELL LIVED MAKES 
EVERY YESTERDAY A DREAM OF HAPPINESS, AND EVERY TOMORROW A VISION OF HOPE.
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Diwali Bulletin – Convenor’s Message
Dear fellow Raghuvanshis, Friends and Advertisers, Jai Shri Krishna, Jai Siya Ram, Jai Jalaram 

On behalf  of  the whole team at LCNL, I hope this message finds you all in good health and high 
spirits. As the convenor and editor of  our esteemed Diwali magazine, I wanted to take a moment 
to extend my warmest wishes to each and every one of  you on this joyous occasion of  Diwali.

First and foremost, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all the dedicated Diwali 
Magazine Team members who have worked tirelessly to bring this project to life. Creating a 
magazine of  this calibre and excellence requires enormous effort and this would not have been 
possible without the unwavering support of  the core Diwali Magazine Team; 

Our LCNL President Shreemati Meenaben Jasani. Amit Chandarana, Yatinbhai Dawada, Dineshbhai Sonchattra, Shreemati 
Pratibhaben Lakhani, Shreemati Urmilaben Thakkar and Sudhirbhai Jagsi. Our LCNL Treasurer Vishal Sodha plays 
an important role in the background to finish off the project. I am ever so grateful to all of  them. Your commitment and 
wholehearted dedication have truly made a difference, and I am immensely grateful for your valuable contributions.

A special thank you goes out to our advertisers and sponsors, whose steadfast support has been a beacon of  strength during 
these challenging times. Your belief  in our magazine and your continued partnership have allowed us to overcome obstacles 
and create something truly remarkable. This very prestigious magazine, is the demonstration of  togetherness, corroborated by 
the advertisers and sponsors. 

Collectively we have all uniquely matured, to support each other and may the true community spirit continue to thrive during 
these dark days.

Our Diwali Magazine is much more than just for reading, it embraces the philosophy of  linking people, enlightening the 
community, informative, entertaining and divinely illuminating. As always, this publication equally contains fascinating Gujarati 
and English articles, along with blessing messages from our Sants and public figures and I am sure you will all enjoy reading 
them and profit from it. 

As always, my heartfelt thanks to Sanjiv Madan at our printers, Liquid Bubble for his expertise and dedication in designing, 
managing, and printing of  this magnificent magazine in a timely manner. My sincere and heartfelt thanks also go to  
Steve Berwick, Senior Designer at Liquid Bubble for his unswerving commitment and due diligence, indeed, taking a substantial 
amount of  his personal time in the accomplishment of  this magazine. Without his professionalism, this enormous task would 
have been extremely difficult. The end product is a testament to their skill and dedication, and we are incredibly fortunate to 
have them on our team.

Whilst we have tried to ensure due diligence, care and attention in the completion and production of  this issue, please accept 
our humble apologies should there be any errors or oversight. We always strive to constantly improve. 

Finally, I wish to say earnest thanks to my wife Gita and our daughters Tina, Reena and Zeena for their forbearance, unwavering 
support, and understanding during this challenging period have been my guiding light. Their encouragement and love have 
fueled my passion for this project, and I couldn’t have done it without them. 

Personally, I felt the almighty’s divine intervention and feel extremely blessed and proud to work on this special publication.

Once again, I wish you all a very happy Diwali filled with love, light, and laughter. May this festival of  lights bring you immense 
joy, prosperity, and success in all your endeavors.

Take care, stay safe and well. God bless you all.

Bharat Ghelani
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I hope that – by God’s grace – this  
finds you all in the best of health 
and happiness at this  holy and 

divine time of Diwali. 

The festival of Diwali signifies the 
joyous return of Bhagawan Rama 
to Ayodhya. All the people filled 
the streets with brightly burning 
lamps to welcome Bhagawan Rama 
home and with which to behold His 
divine face. When Rama returned to 
Ayodhya and took the throne of the 
city, it was the beginning of what 
is called “Rama Rajya” or the rule 
of Rama. Rama Rajya is referred 
to, again and again, not only in 
the Ramayana but in innumerable 
other literary works, as an era 
of perfection, an era of dharma, 
righteousness, integrity, equality. 
It is the era which we need to 
create again -- a time of peace, joy, 
harmony, health and abundance. 
That can only happen when our 
lives, our communities and our 
nations are ruled by goodness and 

divinity and not by ego, greed and 
polarization.

As the golden glimmer of Diwali 
approaches, casting its illuminative 
dance upon our homes and hearts, 
it is important to realize that the 
epic tale of Lord Rama’s victory over 
darkness and his triumphant return 
to Ayodhya is not just a beautiful 
historical event of that sacred day. 
It’s also a powerful teaching for our 
times. Today the darkness is not just 
the absence of light but the shadow 
we cast through the darkness of our 
ignorance upon our Earth through 
thoughtless actions, excessive 
consumption, and a disconnect from 
Nature’s rhythms.

From record-breaking temperatures 
to massive and destructive fires 
and floods across the globe, we 
have never seen such extreme and 
detrimental climate changes in 
such a short period of time. Mother 
Earth is ailing, and her children 

Diwali Blessings

/PARMARTHNIKETANWWW.PARMARTH.ORG

Dear Divine Souls of the Lohana Community North London,
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- all our sisters and brothers of every 
race, religion, color, culture and even 
every species - are ailing, as well.  We 
do everything for our children, but if we 
don’t provide them an earth with clean 
water, air and soil, everything else will be 
meaningless. 

Our beautiful spiritual culture prays for 
and to Nature - our atmosphere, our 
rivers, our mountains and our plants. We 
must be sure to take care of that same 
nature! We must remember that one of the 
greatest gifts of abundance and prosperity 
we have been given is our Mother Nature 
and our Mother Earth, both of whom 
provide us with everything we need. All 
the water, the food, the sunshine, the 
oxygen, the vitamins and minerals in the 
soil – everything at all that we need for 
our life is provided abundantly through 
Mother Earth and Mother Nature.

Sadly, we have learned that we are the 
problem for Mother Earth and Mother 
Nature. When so many nations went under 
lockdown during the Covid outbreak, 
Mother Earth healed. The air was cleaner, 
water was cleaner, carbon emissions were 
down. In Haridwar and Rishikesh we saw 
elephants coming and bathing in Mother 
Ganga! Nature became rejuvenated. 
Blue skies, clean flowing water. When 
we started opening up doors again, the 
pollution and destruction returned. The 
problem is us. So we must be the solution.

Just as Lord Rama, with devotion and 
righteousness, vanquished the darkness 
of ignorance, ego and illusion of the 
10-headed demon king Ravana, we too 
are called upon to dispel the darkness 
of environmental neglect and ecological 
imbalance. We must be prepared to work 
toward creating Rama Rajya. Rama did not 
simply wave a magic wand and create a 
paradise on Earth. Rather He called upon 

the citizens of Ayodhya to join hands in 
bringing about the new world order. In 
the same way, if we are truly going to 
celebrate Diwali, we must be prepared to 
join our hands and create a world in which 
we bring back health to our trees and 
planet.  Let’s organize riverside clean ups 
and tree plantations to celebrate Diwali 
and all of our special occasions. Let’s 
pledge to end our use of single-use plastic 
and become truly conscious consumers. 
Let us, together, usher in an era of a green 
economy, rather than a greed economy.

I extend my warmest blessings to the 
Hindu community in London. While 
Diwali is a festival of light, victory, and 
prosperity, this year let it also be a 
festival of awareness, responsibility, and 
reverence for our Mother Earth and the 
boundless blessings of Mother Nature. 
As Diwali’s lights beckon, remember, our 
Earth too was once radiant with pristine 
beauty. Our dharma, our sacred duty, is to 
ensure that its light never diminishes. This 
Diwali, let’s pledge to tread gently, love 
deeply, and live in a way that honours the 
sacred interdependence of all life.

May your Diwali be blessed with 
enlightenment, not just of the mind and 
soul, but of actions that echo with respect 
for Mother Earth and Mother Nature.

With deepest love and blessings,
In the service of God and Humanity,

 

Swami Chidanand Saraswati  

swamiji@parmarth.com

www.PujyaSwamiji.org & www.Parmarth.org

/PujyaSwamiji
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Finding the light during Bereavement: How Diwali 
can be a guide through bereavement

By Lord Dolar Popat 

Bereavement is an inevitable part of  our human journey. It’s a path each of  us will 

eventually tread. During these challenging times, it can be so easy to be caught up 

in the sadness of  the situation. However, Diwali, the Festival of  Lights, reminds us 

Hindus that there is hope. It offers us invaluable insights into finding light during our 

darkest moments.

There are several messages we can take away from Diwali to help us with 

bereavement.

A reminder that light trumps darkness. In the depths of  bereavement, it’s essential to remember that grief, much 

like the profound night, can be dispelled by the light of  hope, cherished memories, and the unwavering support of  

our community. Just as Diwali dispels the shadows from our homes, hope can illuminate the darkest corners of  our 

hearts.

Diwali brings families together and encourages community celebrations. It emphasizes the profound significance 

of  human bonds. In the face of  grief, we must not forget the power of  these connections. Our family and 

community are there to offer their support and provide strength during the most challenging times.

During Diwali we often discuss renewal and rebirth. The exchange of  gifts, the rejuvenation of  homes, and the 

wearing of  new attire symbolize a fresh start. During bereavement, this symbolism offers us the possibility of  

personal renewal. It encourages us to honor the memories of  our dear ones by living our lives to the fullest.

As we celebrate Lord Rama’s triumph over adversity, we remember we can too. Grief  may feel like an 

insurmountable obstacle, but just as Lord Rama emerged victorious, we, too, can overcome the adversities that 

come with bereavement. Healing may take time, but it is within our reach.

During bereavement, focusing on gratitude for the time spent with our loved ones and the precious memories 

created can be a wellspring of  hope. It allows us to cherish the moments we had and appreciate the profound 

impact our loved ones had on our lives.

For a Hindu navigating the challenging waters of  bereavement, Diwali carries a profound message of  hope. It is 

not merely a festival; it is a guiding light that leads us from the shadows to the radiance of  hope. Even when grief  

appears all-encompassing, we can draw strength from the age-old wisdom embedded in Diwali - the triumph of  

light over darkness, the support of  our loved ones, opportunities for renewal, the potential to overcome adversity, 

and the power of  gratitude. As we light our metaphorical diyas during the darkest hours of  our lives, let Diwali 

serve as a reminder that hope and healing are within our reach. In the deepest night, the light of  hope shines the 

brightest.
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The Rise of AI – artificial in name but profound in 
shaping our future

by Lord Jitesh Gadhia

The past year has seen an explosion in discussions about Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
its likely consequences.  AI has emerged as a transformative force, with the potential 
to revolutionise multiple sectors – both public and private – and propel the United 
Kingdom into a new era of  technological advancement. The significance of  AI cannot 
be understated; it is, without a doubt, the most influential ‘enabling’ technology of  our 
time. 

Healthcare is one of  the sectors that can benefit most from advancements in AI with 
the promise to revolutionise medical processes and services.  For example, AI-powered 
diagnostics can aid in the early detection of  diseases and improve accuracy, enabling 
more effective treatments and ultimately saving lives. AI algorithms can analyse 

medical images with remarkable precision, assisting healthcare professionals in identifying abnormalities that might 
otherwise go unnoticed and AI-driven pathology streamlines the analysis of  tissue samples, expediting diagnosis and 
providing crucial insights into disease progression.

AI has also shown immense potential in various other sectors, such as finance, transportation, and education. AI-
driven algorithms optimise financial systems, enabling better risk management and fraud detection. Self-driving 
vehicles powered by AI have the scope to revolutionise transportation, making it safer and more efficient. AI-
based educational platforms personalise learning experiences, catering to individual students’ needs and enhancing 
educational outcomes.

However, alongside the unprecedented opportunities, AI also brings significant challenges. Concerns about data 
privacy, bias in algorithms, the dissemination of  misinformation, and security threats demand vigilant attention. 
The rapid advancements in AI have outpaced existing regulatory frameworks, necessitating agile and adaptive 
governance to mitigate potential risks effectively and avoid unintended consequences.

Collaboration on an international scale is critical to addressing this challenge. The UK can play a pivotal role in 
fostering this international cooperation.  So, it is welcome that Prime Minister Rishi Sunak is convening a Global 
Summit on AI Safety in November 2023, just ahead of  Diwali.

One recurring concern is the potential impact of  AI on the employment market. While AI has the potential to 
enhance productivity and efficiency, there are legitimate fears about job displacement and inequalities in wealth 
distribution. Ensuring our workforce has the necessary skills for the AI-driven economy of  the future is imperative.

AI’s influence on information integrity and journalism is also of  paramount importance. The rise of  AI-generated 
content has raised questions about authenticity and reliability. Addressing deepfakes and synthetic media requires 
robust regulations that safeguard against the misuse of  AI-generated content and ensure adherence to ethical 
standards.

The coming years will be crucial in determining the future of  AI, and the UK must seize this historic opportunity 
to drive progress, innovation, and societal well-being through a well-crafted regulatory environment.  No country 
or company can shape the future of  AI alone. Only with the combined focus, ingenuity, and cooperation of  the 
international community will we be able to fully and safely harness the potential of  AI.  By taking such a proactive 
and multilateral approach we can simultaneously manage the risks and unlock the full potential of  a transformative 
technology which will undoubtedly shape all our futures in the coming years and decades.

Happy Diwali  Raghuvanshi 2018 - 2019
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London: 020 3897 8100  Milton Keynes: 01908 523 420 
E: info@1stff.co.uk  W: 1stff.co.uk

1st Financial Foundations is a trading name of 1st Financial Services (London) Limited which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA No: 454529)

Create the future you want!

1st Financial Foundations  |  Independent Financial Advice 
Pension, Mortgage and Protection Specialists

WISHING YOU ALL A HAPPY DIWALI 
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!

Directors -  Yash Tosar  |  Bhaven  Ondhia  |  Tina Foster
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Dinaben, Narendrabhai,
Bhavisha, Diviash, Sejal, Hiten,

Jai, Nimai, Aashni &
Gopi Thakrar

Z
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LCNL Executive Committee 2023-24

Meena Jasani
President

Ronak Paw
Vice President / IP Sec

Amit Chandarana
Secretary

Parag Thacker
Assistant Social Sec

Vishal Sodha
Treasurer

Dhiru Savani
Assistant Treasurer

Dipen Tanna
Assistance Webmaster

Jeet Rughani
RCT Trustees

Bharat Ghelani
RCT Trustees

Sanjay Rughani
Assistant Secretary

Dinesh Shonchhatra
IP President

Madhu Popat
Social Sec

Ashok Dattani
Membership Secretary

Bhavisha Thakrar
Assistance Membership Secretary

Amit Karia
Webmaster

Pratap Khagram
EC Member

Pushpa Karia
EC Member

Prof. Bhik Kotecha
EC Member
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LCNL Executive Committee 2023-24

Dilip Manek
EC Member

Rishi Raja
EC Member

Jay Ruparelia
EC Member

Prafulla Chotai
EC Member

Vinod Thakrar
LCF Chairperson

Janu Jotecha
LCF Secretary

Bharat Sodha
RCT Chairperson

Sailesh Mehta
RCT Secretary

Chandu Rughani
Senior Men Chairperson

Rajubhai Sawjani
EC Member

Sudhir Jagsi
EC Member

Sheetal Barai
EC Member

Archana Sodha
Mahila Chairperson

Sadhna Mehta
Mahila Secretary

Haruben Chotai
Mahila Treasurer

Urmila Thakkar
Senior Ladies Chairperson

Tulsi Tanna
YLS Chairperson

Shrey Khakhria 
YLS Secretary

Vinod Kotecha
Bereavement Committee CP
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RCT Trustees 2023-24

LCF Trustees 2023-24

Anilkumar C Kotecha 
Chairperson Elected –  
Elected Trustee

Sailesh Mehta
Secretary – Elected Trustee

Bharat.A.Sodha
Treasurer – Elected Trustee

Kantibhai Kakad
Management Committee

Meena Jasani
Trustee – Executive-Officio- 
LCNL President 2023 / 24

Jeet Rughani
Representative Trustee – LCNL

Kamlesh.H.Kantaria
Elected – Trustee

Silpa Gadhia
Elected – Trustee

Dhirendrakumar Savani
Management Committee

Bharat Ghelani
Representative Trustee – LCNL

Ravindra.D.Tanna
Administrator

PRADIP
DHAMECHA

RASIKBHAI
KANTARIA

AJAY
GOKANI

RAMESHBHAI
KANTARIA

JANU
KOTECHA

LCF Secretary & 
DLC Director

LATE AMRATLALBHAI
RADIA

Building Chairperson

NARENDRABHAI
THAKRAR

DEEPAK 
JATANIA

DLC Director

BHAVESH
RADIA

MANISH 
SANGANI

LCF Chairperson & 
DLC Director

VINOD 
THAKRAR

LCF Chairperson & 
DLC Director

VIMAL
PAU

PRATIBHA 
LAKHANI
LCF Secretary

MEENA  
JASANI 

LCNL President

JAGDISHBHAI
NAGRECHA

SUDHIR 
KARIA

AMIT 
CHANDARANA

LCNL Secretary
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Mahila Executive Committee 2023-24

Jayshreeben Gadhia
Imm Past Secretary 

Anilaben Tanna
Committee Member

Premilaben Radia
Committee Member

Shilpaben Thakrar
Assistant Secretary

Haruben Chotai
Hon. Treasurer

Malinbeni Chandarana
Asistant Treasurer

Nishaben Nagji
Committee Member

Vinaxiben Popat
Committee Member

Anitaben Thakkar
Committee Member

Archnaben Sodha
Chairperson

Bhaviniben Kotecha
Deputy Chairperson

Sadhnaben Mehta
Hon. Secretary

Naniaben Raithatha
Committee Member

Kaushikaben Chandarana
Committee Member

Sanyuktaben Ganatra
Committee Member

Pravinaben Khagram
Social Secretary

Dulariben Tanna
Assistant Social Secretary

Geetaben Nathwani
Imm. Past Chairperson

Madhuben Popat
LCNL Rep

Bhavishaben Thakrar
LCNL Rep
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Wishing all our clients, family and friends a very 
happy Diwali and a prosperous New Year

85 Kenton Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 0AN
Tel: 020 8909 1569  |  Fax: 020 8909 3329 

Mob: 07943 333 356 
Email: bewleymotors@gmail.com

Specialising in:
Mot • Services • Batteries

Custom made stainless steel exhausts
All types of vehicle diagnostics

Tyres supply and fitted
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Tailored Building 
Surveying Services

As a RICS regulated firm, our services are tailored to meet specific client requests from party 
wall surveying, RICS HomeBuyer reports and RICS Building/structural surveys. Taking time to 

understand the needs of our clients enables us to build close, personal relationships and 
deliver a service that meets client’s needs and expectations.

bhamraassociates.co.uk

Our services
Include:

Contact us for more information:

01494 766 847 info@bhamraassociates.co.uk07786 085 106

RICS Level 2 Surveys 
(Homebuyer Reports)
RICS Level 3 Surveys 
(Building Surveys)

Party Wall Services

Planning Services

Building Regulations Approval

Structural Design and Calculations
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Blue Ginger o�ers two sensational private dining rooms, with an extensive menu 
of options to cater for private celebrations or business events

Contacts:
Tel: 020 8909 0100

Email: info@bgrestaurant.com
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865 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex, HA7 1AR
0208 905 6966 | www.bnova.co.uk

BNOVA OFFERS A DISTINCTLY UNIQUE INDIAN FINE DINING EXPERIENCE.
A boutique restaurant nestled in and amongst the slopes and foothills of Stanmore, BNOVA serves 
modern Indian cuisine with a contemporary twist. The concept is a world away from the traditional 

curry house; our philosophy and style is tasteful but simple. We aim to create a lasting and 
memorable experience – fi lled with happy moments and wonderful fl avours.

Ha� y Diwali from the Samani family and Bnova Team

Bnova Restaurant @BnovaStanmore
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Rakesh Raithatha
Brockenhurst
390 Uxbridge Road, 
Hatch End, HA5 4HP.
020 8357 4000 / 07867 970986
info@brockenhurst.org / rakesh@brockenhurst.org

www.brockenhurst.org

20
Anniversary

Celebrating 20 years
successfully Selling 

and Letting property

Sales es •es •  Lettings

Property Managementoperty Management

Commercial cial •

operty Managementoperty Management

cial •  Land & New Homes

Thinking of Selling 
or Letting?

With over 30 years experience in the Property Profession 
offering a wide range of services including Residential 
Sales, Lettings, Management and Commercial Property 
and have a wide range of services available to suit all needs. 

To find out more, please take a look around our website, 
and if you would like to join us then please contact us
or why not request a free, no obligation valuation
of your property.

The Property
Ombudsman

A4 Adevert.indd   1 19/09/2019   10:22
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Senior Ladies Committee 2023-24

Senior Men Committee 2023-24

LOHANA SOCIAL CENTRE (SENIOR MEN) COMMITTEE 
Sitting from left to right 

Nanubhai Suchak, Kantibhai Kakad (Treasurer), Chandubhai Rughani (Chairman) ,Kantibhai Hindocha (Secretary),   Narendra (Janu) Kotecha  
Standing from left to right: 

Hemant Nathwani, Bhikhubhai Radia, Pankaj Sedani, Ratilal Ondhia ,Vinod Chande, Vinod Nathwani, Dinesh Popat 

Najuben Thakkar
Committee

Vijyaben Suchak
Committee

Prafulaben Chotai
LCNL Rep

Pratibhaben Lakhani
Committee

Pushpaben Karia
LCNL Rep

Urmilaben Thakkar (MBE)
Senior Ladies Chairperson

Sandhyaben Gandecha
Senior Ladies Secretary

Pushpaben Panchmatia
Treasurer

Kokilaben Karia 
Committee

Kantaben Kotak 
Committee

Maheshwariben Kotecha
Committee
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LCF Founder Trustees

YLS Committee 2023-24

Pratibha Lakhani Late Amratlal Radia Bhavesh RadiaVinod Thakrar Manish Sangani Vinu Kotecha

Left to Right (Top row) - Sanika, Meera, Roshni, Ravi, Shyam, Niraj, Shrey, Anneka, Shriya, Vinay, Tulsi
Left to Right (Bottom row) - Rahul, Ashish, Saloni, Amy, Savan, Shilan, Shivangi, Anisha, Chandni, Vivek, Aaron. 
Not in photo - Ashna 
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professional web 
designers in uxbridge

HAPPY DIWALI AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 
FROM AMIT JAGDISH CHANDARANA & FAMILY

‘NetCreater’ are your local web designers.

We specialise in building websites 
that engages and converts visitors 
into potential customers and clients. 

After all there’s no point in having a 
website if no-one’s visiting it.  

Get in touch with us now and see how 
we can get your business moving in the 
right direction!

The Atrium, 1 Harefield Road, Uxbridge UB8 1EX
E: info@netcreater.co.uk   |   T: 020 3949 7345
www.netcreater.co.uk

www.facebook.com/netcreater

as featured on:
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Camden Contact Lens Centre, Camden

The Morjaria family wishes you and your family a 
very Happy Diwali and a prosperous New Year!

- Rohit & Nita, Anand & Sonali and Anshul & Juhi

Miltons Eyecare, Hampstead

Visit us at

• Eye Examinations
• Corporate Eye Examinations
• Glasses 
• Sunglasses
• Contact Lenses
• Ortho K Specialist Lenses
• Keratoconus Specialist Lenses
• Myopia Control
• Dry Eye Management
• Eyelid Hygiene

We specialise in:

Camden Contact Lens Centre
32-36 Camden High Street
London, NW1 0JH
0207 383 3838
info@camdenopticians.com

Miltons Eyecare
38 Heath Street
London, NW3 6TE
0207 794 4477
info@miltonseyecare.co.uk

www.camdenopticians.com
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LHS Old StreetLHS Finchley

Diwali Advert
We would like to refresh and update the Diwali advert for this year. Thought I would give you enough time to get this �nalised this year! The deadline is next Monday, so please could you give this the priority please, then the other bits.
Its a double page spread again. One side Camden opticians and the other London Hearing Specialist.

 

London Hearing Specialist -

Image 1 at the top of lady doing treatment – you can keep

Image 2 – please replace the pic of room with the two attached. You can label it, ‘ London Hearing Specialist Finchley’ and ‘ London Hearing Specialist Old street’ or just the location names

Text in Black box at the top, please change to ‘ We are the leading independent provider of hearing care and ear wax removal’

Text in black box at the bottom with locations, please change to:

Camden – same address
Hampstead – same address
Potters Bar – same address
Ware – same address
Marylebone – 20 Marylebone High Street, W1U 4PB
Old Street – 193 Whitecross Street, EC1Y 8QP
Finchley – Elscot House, Arcadia Avenue, N3 2JU

We are the leading independent provider
of hearing healthcare solutions

We specialise in:

www.londonhearingspecialist.co.uk

Contact us on

0203 773 1230

Hearing Tests

Hearing Aids

Ear Wax Removal

Tinnitus Management

Ear Protection

Paediatric Audiology

Home Visits

Visit us at:

Ware
Burgage Lane
SG12 9FT

Camden
32-36 Camden High Street
NW1 0JH

Finchley
Elscot House, Arcadia Avenue
N3 2JU

Hampstead
38 Heath Street
NW3 6TE

Potters Bar
96 High Street
EN6 5AT

Marylebone
20 Marylebone High Street
W1U 4PB

Old Street
193 Whitecross Street
EC1Y 8QP

Hatfield
Hatfield House
AL9 5HX

LHS Camden
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“May the festival of Diwali this year 
be the brightest ever. May this day 

bring in your life joy, health and 
wealth for you and your loved ones. 

Warm wishes to you on Diwali”

Reena Popat  
Managing Partner, Carter Bond Solicitors 

Contact Us
1 Bradburys Court, Lyon Rd, Harrow, HA1 2BY

e: info@carterbond.co.uk  | t: +44 020 3475 6751  |  w: carterbond.co.uk

We specialise In:

Wishing you a very

and a prosperous New Year

  Commercial Property
• Acquisitions And 

Disposals
• Auctions
• Commerical  

Landlord & Tenants
• Property Litigation
• Corporate Real Estate
• Leases
• Landlord & Tenant 

Disputes

  Healthcare
• Dental Practices
• Pharmacies
• Nurseries
• Care Homes
• Opticians

  Corporate
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Coporate Finance  

& Banking
• JVs And Other Strategic 

Partnerships
• Management Buy  

Out & Buy In

 Sectors
• Hospitality & Hotels
• Television 
• Retail 
•  Fashion – 

Models & Influencers

  Intellectual Property
• Trademarks
• IP Disputes
• Copyright & Confidential 

Information

  Commercial
• Franchising
• Commercial Contracts
• Llps
• Company Formation
• Shareholders
• T&Cs

  Dispute Resolution/  
  Litigation

• Commercial Disputes
• Debt Recovery
• Contractual Disputes
• Landlord & Tenant 

Disputes

  Employment Law
• HR Advisory
• Settlement Agreements
• Disciplinary & Grievance
• Discrimination
• Sexual Harassment
• Redundancies
• Maternity & Paternity 

Rights
• Contracts & Policies

   Insolvency
• Restructuring
• Receivership
• Liquidation

   Corporate Immigration
• Illegal Working 

Compliance
• Global Migration 

Planning
• Work Visa refusal
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“May the festival of Diwali this year 
be the brightest ever. May this day 

bring in your life joy, health and 
wealth for you and your loved ones. 

Warm wishes to you on Diwali”

Reena Popat  
Managing Partner, Carter Bond Solicitors 

Contact Us
1 Bradburys Court, Lyon Rd, Harrow, HA1 2BY

e: info@carterbond.co.uk  | t: +44 020 3475 6751  |  w: carterbond.co.uk

We specialise In:

Wishing you a very

and a prosperous New Year

  Commercial Property
• Acquisitions And 

Disposals
• Auctions
• Commerical  

Landlord & Tenants
• Property Litigation
• Corporate Real Estate
• Leases
• Landlord & Tenant 

Disputes

  Healthcare
• Dental Practices
• Pharmacies
• Nurseries
• Care Homes
• Opticians

  Corporate
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Coporate Finance  

& Banking
• JVs And Other Strategic 

Partnerships
• Management Buy  

Out & Buy In

 Sectors
• Hospitality & Hotels
• Television 
• Retail 
•  Fashion – 

Models & Influencers

  Intellectual Property
• Trademarks
• IP Disputes
• Copyright & Confidential 

Information

  Commercial
• Franchising
• Commercial Contracts
• Llps
• Company Formation
• Shareholders
• T&Cs

  Dispute Resolution/  
  Litigation

• Commercial Disputes
• Debt Recovery
• Contractual Disputes
• Landlord & Tenant 

Disputes

  Employment Law
• HR Advisory
• Settlement Agreements
• Disciplinary & Grievance
• Discrimination
• Sexual Harassment
• Redundancies
• Maternity & Paternity 

Rights
• Contracts & Policies

   Insolvency
• Restructuring
• Receivership
• Liquidation

   Corporate Immigration
• Illegal Working 

Compliance
• Global Migration 

Planning
• Work Visa refusal
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Neil Shonchhatra receives honours from  
King Charles III

King Charles III Award

Congratulation to Neil Shonchhatra from Harrow - BEM

Neil has been awarded the Medal of  the Order of  the British Empire (BEM) in the Kings New year’s honours list. One of  
the youngest Lohana to receive this honour at age 24. Neil Shonchhatra received this award for his work during Covid-19. 
He carried various activities and contacted local hospitals to find out what their needs. Also, to support the vulnerable from 
the aftermath of  Covid-19 pandemic and he continuous helping various charities.

 Neil sources food donations from local businesses and at the peak of  lockdown, he was donating meals, as well as delivering 
many of  these in person, despite a knee injury restricting his mobility. Neil has also distributed thousands of  snacks to 
provide a boost to healthcare workers.

Point of  Light Award from former Prime Minister Boris Johnson

Neil also receives Point of  Light award from former prime minister Boris Johnson. In a personal letter to Neil, Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson said:

 “I was inspired to hear about your fantastic food delivery service. From collecting surplus food from local businesses, to 
cooking up hundreds of  meals yourself, you have become a true Point of  Light in your community.

 “I know you suffered a serious knee injury recently and that makes your commitment to helping others all the more 
remarkable.

 “On behalf  of  all those people you have fed, and the whole country, thank you.”

Lohana Mahaparishad Award from Satishbhai Vithlani

Neil was also recognised and received young icon award by Lohana Mahaparishad. This award was presented to him by 
the current president Mr Satishbhai Vithlani on at Dhamecha Lohana Center on 22nd of  September 2023. Satishbhai 
congratulated Neil and encouraged him to carry on with the good work. 

Neil’s dad Mr Dinesh Shonchhatra who was the president of  Lohana Community North London from 2021 to 2023 said on 
Neil’s achievement that Neil has achieved all this with his own ability and hard work. Neil is very approachable always ready 
to help  anyone. He also said that I have been involved in helping the community for the last 30 years but Neil has achieved 
all above in 3 years. This shows that I worked hard but Neil worked smart. I am very proud of  my son’s achievements. 

Neil Shonchhatra is receiving 
Point of Light Award at 

Downing Street

Neil Shonchhatra is receiving his Youth Icon Award by Lohana 
Mahaparishad by president Satishbhai Vithlani and Lohana Community 

North London was awarded as Best Mahajan Award
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Commercial Leases: A Landlord’s Perspective
When dealing with commercial leases, landlords have a vested interest in ensuring that 
their rights and financial interests are adequately protected. A well-drafted commercial 
lease should provide the necessary framework to establish a mutually beneficial relationship 
between landlords and tenants. 

In this article, we will delve into the key elements that a landlord would want to see in 
commercial leases.

1. Clear and Comprehensive Lease Term

•  Clear definition of  the lease term, including the start and end dates.

•  Explicit provisions dealing with early rights to terminate (break clauses) lease renewal or other options to extend 
the term, allowing the landlord to plan for the future.

2. Provisions Dealing with Rent Payment Terms

• There should be clarity on the rent amount, frequency, and method of  payment.

• Provisions for rent adjustment by way of  rent reviews, ensuring the landlord’s income keeps pace with inflation and 
market trends (nationally and locally).

• Penalties or interest clauses for late rent payments, incentivising timely remittance from the tenant. 

3. Detailed Maintenance and Repair Obligations

• Clear demarcation of  tenant responsibilities for maintaining the premises, including structural (where lease is of  
the whole) and cosmetic repairs.

• Allocation of  responsibilities and cost contributions for common and shared areas, such as hallways, landscaped 
areas, and elevators.

• Clear procedure for reporting and addressing maintenance issues promptly, including provisions allowing the 
landlord to step in where the tenant fails to comply with its maintenance obligations.

4. Appropriate Use and Subletting Restrictions

• The permitted use of  the property should be clearly set out, preventing activities that could negatively impact the 
property, adjoining property owned by the landlord or surrounding businesses.

• Restrictions on subletting or assigning the lease without landlord consent, ensuring the landlord has the ability to 
assess the financial viability over who occupies the space.

5. Allocation of  Operating Costs

• Allocation of  operating expenses, such as property taxes, insurance, and maintenance costs, between landlord and 
tenant.

• Mechanisms for reconciling and adjusting common area expenses.

• Transparency in providing necessary documentation and evidence to support cost allocations.
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6. Security Deposit and Financial Guarantees

• Requirement for the tenant to provide a security deposit as a form of  financial protection for the landlord in the 
event of  breaches by the tenant.

• Option for the landlord to require a personal or corporate guarantee to ensure payment in case of  tenant default.

• Clearly outlined conditions for the return of  the security deposit at the end of  the lease term.

7. Alterations and Improvements

• Guidelines for obtaining landlord consent before making any alterations or improvements to the premises.

• Provision for restoring the premises to its original condition at the end of  the lease term, or as otherwise agreed 
upon.

• Mechanisms for addressing disputes related to alterations and improvements.

8. Compliance with Laws and Regulations

• Tenant obligations to comply with all applicable laws, regulations and building codes.

• Landlord’s right to access the premises for inspections and repairs to ensure compliance with the lease.

• Consequences for failure to meet legal obligations, including termination of  the lease.

9. Insurances and Indemnities

• Clear allocation on the responsibility for insuring the premises. Usually, the landlord will insure the premises with 
the tenant reimbursing the insurance premium to the landlord. This allows the landlord to maintain control over 
the type of  policy in place as well as whether a claim should be made at the appropriate time. 

• There should also be a e requirement for the tenant to maintain adequate insurance for its own fixtures and fittings 
and liability.

• Tenant indemnification of  the landlord against claims arising from the tenant’s use or occupation of  the premises 
or where a policy has been vitiated due to the tenant’s conduct or use.

10. Termination and Remedies

• Grounds for termination of  the lease, such as for non-payment of  rent, breach of  terms or insolvency.

• Remedies available to the landlord in case of  tenant default, including the right to re-enter and repossess the 
premises.

• Procedures for dispute resolution, including arbitration or mediation, to avoid lengthy and costly court proceedings.

Conclusion

Crafting a well-balanced commercial lease that addresses these key elements is essential to protect a landlord’s 
interests and ensure a smooth landlord-tenant relationship over the course of  the term of  the lease. By clearly 
outlining rights, responsibilities and expectations in a lease, a landlord can provide a solid foundation for a successful 
and mutually beneficial arrangement between a landlord and tenant. Consulting with legal professionals experienced 
in commercial real estate law can further enhance the drafting and negotiation process, leading to a lease that stands 
the test of  time.

This content is not intended as a substitute for specific legal advice or opinions. No recipients of  content from this 
site should act or refrain from acting based on the content of  the site without seeking appropriate legal advice.

Reena Popat 
Carter Bond Solicitors
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Hearing loss and dementia: How are they linked?
Introduction

More than 11 million people in the UK are affected by hearing loss and the Royal National Institute for Deaf  People 
(RNID) estimates that the number is likely to increase to 14.2 million by 2035.  Hearing well is an important part 
of  healthy ageing and cultivates easier engagement with family and friends, promotes stronger connections, and a 
more positive outlook on life.  Dementia presents a significant risk to brain health and cognition and is not typical 
of  the ageing process. Hearing loss and dementia can often occur together as we get older, and have an impact on 
each other. Addressing a hearing loss promptly can help maintain cognition in later life.

How Hearing works? 

When you hear sounds, it is the result of  a complex process. Sound waves travel through the ear canal. The ear 
drum vibrates and sends these sound vibrations to the cochlea, where they are transformed into electrical signals 
which then travel up the neural pathways and into the brain. 

Figure 1. Diagram of  the ear

Hearing loss as a risk factor for dementia 

There is strong evidence to show that:

 hearing is an essential part of  brain health

 mild hearing loss doubles the risk of  developing dementia

  moderate hearing loss leads to three times the risk

 severe hearing loss increases the risk five times.

A recent review (Livingston et al, 2017) has suggested that mid- and late-life hearing loss is the greatest risk factor (of  
nine) for the development of  dementia ahead of  other health and life style factors including type 2 diabetes mellitus, 
smoking, obesity, depression, and social isolation. Hearing loss is also recognised as one of  the few modifiable risk 
factors for dementia which if  treated early on, may reduce/delay the onset of  any cognitive decline. 

Currently, the underlying mechanisms connecting dementia and hearing loss are poorly understood and further 
research into this area is still required. A few theories have been proposed:

1) Cognitive Load

Age-related hearing loss increases the listening effort required to understand speech and overloads the brain, leaving 
depleted resources for other cognitive tasks. 
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2) Common Cause

Both hearing loss and cognitive impairment are the result of  common neurodegenerative factors (genetics, cardio-
vascular, diabetes, hypertension) independent of  each other.

3) Changes to Brain Structure

Hearing loss is correlated to decreased neural activity including smaller brain volume and dysfunctions in the white 
matter tracts.  Degeneration of  white matter tracts has been identified in the early stages of  dementia in patients 
with Alzheimer’s type.  

4) Reduced Social Stimulation

This theory posits untreated hearing loss leads to auditory deprivation, social isolation and depression affecting 
structural changes in the brain and reduced brain volume causing poorer overall cognitive performance. 

Hearing health and reducing risk

Due to an increasing number of  individuals surviving into old-age, recognising, and managing risk factors 
contributing to the development of  dementia is a public health priority. Evidence suggests that managing hearing 
loss could reduce or delay the impact of  dementia. It is therefore important to check our hearing regularly. Over 
40% of  people over 50 have hearing loss, which increases to 71% of  over 70-year-olds, therefore checking our 
hearing in mid-life is especially important. 

Once hearing loss is diagnosed, it can be managed with hearing aids. Hearing aids can significantly increase people’s 
ability to take part in everyday life and communicate with friends and family, improving people’s wellbeing. This 
potentially reduces the risk of  depression and social isolation and slows cognitive decline. 

Hearing aids are available on the NHS and privately. There are many different styles of  hearing aids including 
rechargeable and custom-made models, which have various features and technology to suit any type of  hearing loss.

Figure 2. Rechargeable hearing aids

Conclusion

Public health campaigns need to support national adult hearing screening, encourage GPs to promptly refer older 
adults who perceive hearing difficulties, raise awareness of  the link between untreated hearing loss and dementia, 
and most importantly emphasize a proactive approach to address hearing loss with the aim of  healthy ageing. 
Audiologists will therefore play a pivotal role in all aspects of  care from the diagnosis of  hearing impairment, to 
counselling patients with regards to benefits of  intervention and long-term management to realise the best possible 
outcomes.
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The Crucial Importance of Lasting Powers of  
Attorney for Business Owners

In the world of  business, the ability to make decisions swiftly and effectively is paramount. However, what 
happens when a business owner becomes incapacitated due to illness, accident, or age-related cognitive 
decline? Without proper legal provisions in place, the consequences can be severe. Lasting Powers 
of  Attorney (LPA) stand as a critical instrument to ensure the smooth operation and protection of  a 
business when the owner can no longer manage it personally. In this article, we will explore why LPAs are 
indispensable for business owners and the implications of  not having one in place.

The Significance of  Lasting Powers of  Attorney:

Business Continuity:
One of  the primary benefits of  having an LPA in place is the assurance of  business continuity. In case a business owner is unable 
to make decisions, the appointed attorney can step in to manage business affairs. Without this legal provision, a business may 
face instability, leading to financial losses, contractual disputes, and potentially even closure.

Safeguarding Assets:
LPAs allow business owners to designate trusted individuals who can manage and protect their assets. By specifying how 
decisions should be made concerning the business, a business owner can prevent unauthorized access to assets or any financial 
misuse that may occur in their absence.

Decision-Making Authority:
In the absence of  an LPA, decisions regarding the business may fall into the hands of  a court-appointed guardian. This can 
result in decisions that may not align with the business owner’s vision and values. LPAs enable business owners to retain control 
over who makes critical decisions on their behalf, ensuring that their legacy is maintained.

Implications of  Not Having an LPA:

Legal Delays:
Without an LPA, business operations can come to a standstill if  the owner becomes incapacitated. Legal processes to appoint a 
decision-maker can be lengthy and costly, leading to delays in important decisions, such as paying employees, signing contracts, 
or accessing bank accounts.

Business Vulnerability:
In the absence of  an LPA, a business becomes vulnerable to external threats, such as hostile takeovers or disputes among 
stakeholders. These vulnerabilities can jeopardize the financial stability and reputation of  the business.

Financial Turmoil:
When a business owner is unable to make financial decisions, financial stability can quickly erode. Without an LPA, assets may 
be mismanaged or misappropriated, resulting in monetary losses and potential bankruptcy.

Conclusion:
Lasting Powers of  Attorney are not just legal documents; they are crucial tools that offer peace of  mind and protection for 
business owners. By designating a trusted individual to manage their business affairs in their absence, business owners can 
ensure continuity, safeguard their assets, and maintain the integrity of  their businesses. The implications of  not having an LPA 
in place can be financially and legally devastating, making it clear that these legal instruments are essential for every business 
owner. In summary, LPAs are a proactive step that business owners should take to secure their business’s future and their own 
peace of  mind.

Reena Popat - Director of  Carter Bond Wills & Probate
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Talking Therapy with BHAVIKA THAKKER 
BSc (Hons) PG Cert PG Dip BABCP (Accred.)

Contact bhavika@seeBT.co.uk to arrange your 
FREE 15 MINUTE CONSULTATION

Ø Anger
Ø Depression
Ø Eating Difficulties
Ø Generalised Anxiety 
Ø Health Anxiety
Ø Low Self Esteem
Ø OCD
Ø Panic

Ø Pain & Long-Term 
Health Conditions

Ø Perinatal Mental Health
Ø PTSD
Ø Sleep Difficulties
Ø Social Anxiety
Ø Specific phobias
Ø Stress

AARREEAASS  OOFF  IINNTTEERREESSTT::

“Cogni've behavioural therapy (CBT) is a talking 
therapy that can help you manage your problems by 
changing the way you think and behave.”

www.NHS.uk

Psychological therapist specialising in
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)
offering sessions to equip you to deal with
the challenges life may bring.

UNIT 21 ORBITAL 25, DWIGHT ROAD 📍📍📍📍
WWAATTFFOORRDD,,  WWDD1188  99DDAA

20B SELSDON ROAD, CROYDON  📍📍📍📍
SSUURRRREEYY,,  CCRR22  66PPAA  

002200  88220044  99119911  //  002200  88668866  11771177  📞📞📞📞

iinnffoo@@ccoouunnttyyiinnssuurraannccee..ccoo..uukk  ✉✉

wwwwww..ccoouunnttyyiinnssuurraannccee..ccoo..uukk  💻💻💻💻

FFRROOMM  EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY  AATT::

Happ Diwali

www. see .co.ukBT
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HHeeaalltthh  &&  SSaaffeettyy  
AAddvviissoorrss

DDHH  HHeeaalltthh  aanndd  SSaaffeettyy  AAddvviissoorrss  ssppeecciiaalliisseess  iinn  pprroovviiddiinngg  ttaaiilloorreedd  
Heeaalltthh  aanndd  Saaffeettyy  ccoonnssuullttaannccyy  sseerrvviicceess  ttoo  RReessttaauurraannttss,,  WWaarreehhoouusseess,,  

CCoommmmuunniittyy  CCeennttrreess  &&  Small and Medium-sized businesses..
WWiitthh  oovveerr  100  yyeeaarrss  ooff  eexxppeerriieennccee,,  oouurr  bbuussiinneessss  sseerrvviicceess  iinncclluuddee  Staff 

Training, Audits, Inspections, and Risk assessments.

FFOOOODD  SSAAFFEETTYY  SSEERRVVIICCEESS
Food Safety training | Audit Food Safety operations | Bespoke Food 

Safety systems | Help understand and apply HACCP

HHEEAALLTTHH  AANNDD  SSAAFFEETTYY  SSEERRVVIICCEESS
H&S training | Ensure H&S regulations compliance | Carry out risk 

assessments | Write legal H&S policies | First Aid Awareness training

FFIIRREE  SSAAFFEETTYY  SSEERRVVIICCEESS
Fire Warden training | Fire Risk assesstments | Fire Safety Audit | 

Meet legal obligations

Fluent in Gujarati, Hindi & English

CCoonnttaacctt  DDaakksshhaa  HHaatthhii  oonn  

  ++4444  ((00))  220088  990099  22000033
 ++4444  ((00))  775511  554477  55008899
 ddaakksshhaa@@ddhh--hheeaalltthhaannddssaaffeettyy..ccoo..uukk
 wwwwww..ddhh--hheeaalltthhaannddssaaffeettyy..ccoo..uukk

WWiisshhiinngg  yyoouu  aa  hhaappppyy,,  hheeaalltthhyy  aanndd  ssaaffee  DDiiwwaallii
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Solicitors and specialists in: 
Commercial Property
Corporate Commercial 
Residential Property
Property Litigation
Commercial Litigation
Business Immigration
Licensing

Our differences
are our strength

In association with
Kiran Morzeria k.morzeria@dklm.co.uk   

  Rupika Dawda  r.dawda@dklm.co.uk
Sandeep Lakhani  s.lakhani@dklm.co.uk
Kushal Morzeria kushal.morzeria@dklm.co.uk
DKLM Solicitors | City House | 3 Cranwood Street | London | EC1V 9PE
T: +44 (0)20 7549 7888 | F: +44 (0)20 7549 7889
E: contactus@dklm.co.uk | W: www.dklm.co.uk

We wish all our Clients, 
friends and families a 

very Happy Diwali and a 
prosperous New Year
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Wishing You All A Happy Diwali 
& A Prosperous New Year

With Compliments From All At  
Edge Finance Ltd

A COMPLETE BUSINESS FINANCE SERVICE IN:

Commercial & Business Mortgages
Property Development & Refurbishment Finance

Bridging & Short-Term Loans
Buy To Let & Investor Mortgages

Asset Finance, Leasing & HP
Factoring & Cash Flow Services

Merchant Services & Retail Finance
Business Loans, Grants & Support

ASH SAMANI
DIRECTOR

Email: ash@edgefinanceltd.co.uk
Tel: 07973 615777

Website: www.edgefinanceltd.co.uk

Helping clients with Property, Equipment and Cashflow finance
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Naren Hathi BTech, CEng, MICE, MISTRUCTE, 
Chartered Civil & Structural Engineer

Mobile 07939 505599, E-MAIL: narenhathi@eleph.co.uk

NUXLEY ROAD 2017-2018

NUXLEY ROAD 2020

NEW FLATS SOUTHALL 2015

WAREHOUSE PARK ROYAL 
2012

RESIDENTIAL 2010

RESIDENTIAL 2016
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FAIRVIEW SOLICITORS

Wishes you and your family
A Happy Diwali &

A Prosperous New Year
We offer services in all aspects of 

Residential & Commercial Conveyancing

9 WOODCOCK HILL, HARROW, HA3 0XP
TEL: 0203 490 5200 • Email: db@fairviewsolicitors.co.uk

Dilpa Badiani
Solicitor & Managing Partner
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Jamshthami
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Secure Your Financial Future with Annuities
An annuity is a financial contract where you pay a lump sum to an insurance company. 
In return, they provide you with regular payments for a specified period or life. It’s like 
buying a steady income stream, often used to ensure money during retirement. The 
payment amount and frequency depend on the terms agreed upon when purchasing the 
annuity.

Many people are exploring ways to generate an income that sustains them post-retirement 
and maintains their standard of  living amidst the escalating cost-of-living crisis. There is 
a potential solution at your fingertips in an unpredictable economy where high inflation 

rates, market volatility and returns dominate conversations. Enter annuities.

Why Annuities, and Why Now?

The climate is promising! Annuity rates are at their highest in a decade. To put that in perspective, a 65-year-old 
in good health can currently secure a guaranteed £7,198 p.a. from a £100,000 pension pot on a single-life basis. 
These figures are enticing, but remember, annuity rates fluctuate. However, their appeal isn’t just in the numbers.

Stock markets have their ups and downs. With the looming threat of  economic slowdowns and recessions, isn’t it 
enticing to consider an option that ensures stability regardless of  market conditions? By investing in an annuity, you 
cement your income.

The Annuity Advantage

1. Guaranteed Lifetime Income: Think of  a scenario where you always have money coming in, no matter how the 
markets behave or what life throws your way. You get a reliable, lasting income with annuities, meaning you will 
have income to do what you want to do.

2. Personalised for you: Options available to align with your goals. No two lives are the same, so why should financial 
plans be? Whether you fancy lifetime annuities or fixed-term ones to address specific goals, there’s an annuity 
waiting to be tailored just for you.

3. Protection from Market Ups and Downs: Worried about the unpredictable stock market? Annuities offer a safe 
option. They ensure a steady income, even when the market isn’t doing well. With annuities, you can relax knowing 
your income is safe, no matter the market’s mood.

Make the Move

Annuities are more than just financial products; they’re tickets to a secure, steady flow of  income in retirement 
without undue stress. Now’s your moment. With favourable annuity rates and their undeniable benefits, there’s 
never been a better time to lock in your financial future. Let annuities pave your path to financial stability. Annuity 
rates are subject to change and may fall as well as rise. Advice to purchase an annuity is subject to suitability. Talk 
to your adviser or contact us.

Wishing you a Diwali filled with shimmering lights, joyous moments, and the warmth of  family and friends. May 
this festival of  lights brighten your life and bring prosperity, health, and happiness. Happy Diwali!

Vijay Thakkar 
Founding Director of  Blackstone Moregate Ltd
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Acupuncture - a way of health and harmony
Over two thousand years ago doctors in China created an entire range of  treatments for physical, 
mental and emotional ailments. Better still, they discovered how to promote wellbeing in the healthy. 
These innovations gave rise to China’s Traditional Medicine, a parallel development to Ayurveda. 
It was a tradition that was also to give us Acupuncture, currently the most widely used traditional 
medicine practice throughout the world, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). Whilst 
you might have heard about Acupuncture’s impressive effect upon, for example, joint and muscular 
pain and stiffness, you might not yet be aware of  the vast range of  other health and wellbeing benefits 
the therapy may offer.

What is Acupuncture? 

It involves the insertion of  very fine needles into specific areas of  the body known as acupoints. The traditional Chinese 
belief  is that universal energy, Qi/Prana, flows through every living being and is responsible for health and for life itself. An 
Acupuncturist seeks to access that flow of  Qi, harmonising and improving it by the use of  needles. It’s a highly sophisticated 
system but at the same time one that is designed to get results.

What can it treat? 

The WHO has recommended Acupuncture for over 100 conditions. Many research studies support the use of  Acupuncture 
for conditions such as addiction support, migraines, asthma, skin disorders, gynaecological problems, menopausal symptoms, 
cancer support, insomnia, digestive issues, and mental and emotional wellbeing. Facial rejuvenation acupuncture is now also 
gaining traction as an alternative to surgery, Botox and fillers. 

Medication 

Pharmaceutical medication is a social norm for most UK residents and has undoubtedly helped a great many people. However, 
pharmaceuticals may also come with side effects, and can create dependencies. There may even be complications when 
combined with other medications and therapies. This is where Acupuncture can be particularly useful. Chinese or Ayurvedic 
herbal medicine can react with or be contraindicated for use with medication you are already taking. Quite simply, Acupuncture 
does not. This can make it one of  the safest forms of  complementary 
therapy. 

Mental health 

Most of  us lead stressful lives. In 2022/23, a staggering 86 million 
antidepressants were prescribed to an estimated 8.6 million NHS 
patients. Western medicine now recognises that many physical illnesses 
are linked to underlying emotional and mental issues, particularly 
stress. Our Vedic sages knew that harmony of  body, mind and spirit 
was essential, and the ancient Chinese came to the same conclusion 
and created Acupuncture as another major tool for achieving the right 
balance. (Several modern research studies also show that anxiety and 
depression can often be alleviated by Acupuncture). 

Admittedly, Acupuncture is probably not for everyone. Many doctors 
embrace it, whilst others do not. Sometimes Acupuncture has little 
success whilst for others it can be literally life changing. Like all healing 
modalities, it has its pros and cons and is in no way a ‘magic bullet’ 
for all ills. If  you are thinking of  trying Acupuncture, there can be 
no harm in speaking to your doctor first. It’s also important to find a 
licensed, qualified, and insured Acupuncturist who follows strict, safe 
codes of  practice and is regulated by either the AAC or BAcC. 

Author Neena Thakkar LLB(hons) MBA BSc(hons) LicAc is a solicitor, business 
consultant and Chinese medicine therapist. She is a director of  the College of  
Integrated Chinese Medicine. For more information, including details of  research and 
citations, she can be contacted on ntmail2016@icloud.com 
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Fertility - When it is the right time to try  
for a baby?

How do we know when it is the right time to try for a baby? This fundamental question often plagues many of  us. Clinic 

Director and Embryologist of  IVF London, Mr Alpesh Doshi with 30 years under his belt, says: “It’s a huge dilemma for 

women who want to focus on their career or education. Often women face the conundrum between taking a break in their 

career/education to pursue their familial plans.” 

The stark truth of  a women’s reproductive health is set in stone in that the women’s reproductive health starts to decline after 

the age of  35 and the decline only accelerates as she nears 40. This can sometimes make IVF the only option with reduced 

chances for patients who have left it later in life to embark on their fertility journey. 

The buck doesn’t stop with women; men equally face challenges brought on by lifestyle choices, poor habits inculcated by a 

demanding work life and stress that directly impact a man’s fertility. There are measures in place to help understand and assess 

reproductive health. 

A little investment of  time allows one to gauge their reproductive health and helps give a realistic milestone in answering the 

fundamental question ‘when to start a family?’ With infertility now affecting around one in six couples, one precaution, Alpesh 

suggests, is to consider a ‘fertility wellness check’, where within a few hours, you have a pelvic scan, a blood test (AMH), Semen 

Analysis and time with a consultant to understand where you place on the fertility scale and if  there are any factors that need 

addressing. 

With this information at their disposal, further options can be considered such as egg freezing – an insurance policy that 

potentially allows for greater freedom. Egg Freezing is a process that allows women the freedom of  choosing the time at which 

they wish to become mothers. A woman can freeze her eggs and at a later time of  her choosing, decide to use them.

Another area in which there have been huge advances is Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD), used alongside in vitro 

fertilisation (IVF) cycles for couples who have a known inherited condition in their family. We now have the technology to screen 

embryos using genetic analysis to see if  they are affected by genetic abnormalities. With this technology, couples can avoid 

passing on genetically transmitted conditions to their child and to future generations.

Artificial Intelligence is a new and exciting avenue available at IVF London that allows their embryologists to choose the best 

embryos for transfer.

Based in spacious, contemporary premises in Elstree, (with plenty of  on-site parking), IVF London is a state-of-the-art, fully 

equipped clinic, the first of  its kind in the local area. It saves exhausting trips into central London at what can be a very stressful 

time. The experts at IVF London ensure the journey to parenthood is informed, well thought out and comfortable. Whatever 

the fertility issue, Alpesh and his team offer a compassionate comprehensive service, from initial investigations to cutting edge 

solutions.

Alpesh Doshi  - IVF London
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Mother Earth
We call our Earth ‘Mother Earth,’ yet we do not treat Her as a Mother. She has given us all that we need to 
sustain our lives, and we are simultaneously destroying Her. If  our own mother were sick, we would not let 
her simply suffer, decay and die. We would fight tenaciously to bring her back to her full state of  glory. We 
must give the same love and attention to our Mother Earth. We must not pollute her or waste her; rather, 
we must nurse her back to health. 

A proverb says, ‘The frog does not drink up the pond in which he lives.’ We must follow the example of  
God’s other children, and have greater reverence and gratitude for the wealth and diversity of  our planet.

There is a story that goes as follows: A man once lived a long and pious life. When he died, God took his 
hand and said, ‘Come, I will show you Hell.’ The Lord took the man to a room where many people sat 
around a pot filled with food. The pot was deep, so a long spoon was needed. Each person held a spoon, 
but the spoon was so long that the people could not feed themselves. The spoons were longer than their 
arms, so — although the people tried various ways — they could not carry the food from the pot to their 
mouths. The suffering was miserable. The people were famished and weak.

Next, the Lord said, ‘Come I will show you Heaven.’ He then took the man to a room that was identical to 
the first: many people sitting around a large pot of  luscious food. Here the pot was just as deep, the spoons 
were just as long, but the people were joyous and healthy. ‘I don’t understand it,’ the man said. ‘Everything 
is the same as is Hell, but here all the people are so content and well-fed.’

‘The difference between Heaven and Hell,’ God said. ‘Is that in Heaven people have learned to feed each 
other.’ 

Let us realize that if  we were left alone we would suffer and starve.  We depend upon each other – humans, 
animals, plants, water – to survive. Let us continually remind ourselves of  the ocean in which we are only 
drops. Let us not turn a blind eye to the web of  life Mother Earth has so gently wrapped around us.”

H.H. Pujya Swami Chidanand Saraswatiji
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Wishing you a very Happy 
Diwali & Prosperous New 

Year

Over 25 years providing a wide range of high calibre 
legal services to domestic and international businesses

BEDFORD HOUSE   21A JOHN STREET   LONDON   WC1N 2BF   

WWW.IWG.CO.UK     INFO@IWG.CO.UK    T: 020 7845 7400

Solicitors

Divyesh Popat
Partner

divyeshpopat@iwg.co.uk

Sanjay Chandarana
Partner
sanjaychandarana@iwg.co.uk
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Link Cybercrime Event
The LCNL - Business & Professional Link subcommittee organised a networking event on 21st June 
2023 with an insightful topic of  discussion – Cybersecurity & the Darkweb, a topic very important to all 
of  us, as all of  us have become more & more technology focused. The event was sponsored by Forum 
Insurance (Mukeshbhai, Amish & Niraj Mamtora) along with the Beer & Wines being sponsored by Sagar 
& Bharatbhai Thakrar of  HT Drinks.
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SHREE JALARAM MANDIR & COMMUNITY CENTRE GREENFORD, UK

Wishing y�  all a V� y Happy Diwali
and a Blissful New Ye� 

MANDIR IS BACK TO ITS REGULAR TIMINGS OF 8 AM TO 8 PM – THURSDAYS TO 10 PM. 
AND WELCOMES YOU WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS FOR DARSHAN AND PRASAD.

PRASAD DAILY FROM 12.30 PM TO 2.00 PM – THURSDAYS ALSO 7.30 PM TO 9.00 PM.

39-45 OLDFIELD LANE SOUTH, GREENFORD, UB6 9LB  •  TEL: 020 8578 8088/9285
EMAIL: INFO@JALARAMMANDIR.CO.UK  •  WEBSITE: WWW.JALARAMMANDIR.CO.UK

ENJOY LIVE ONLINE DARSHAN ON JALARAM.TV

 ABHISHEK AND AARTI  FROM 10AM TO 11 AM.

 EVENING PRAYERS, BHAJANS, AARTI  FROM 6.30 PM TO 8 PM. 

 21 HANUMAN CHALISA ON SATURDAYS  FROM 11 AM TO 1 PM.

ENQUIRIES TO SPONSOR ANY EVENT, BHAJAN OR SEWA, PLEASE CONTACT:

 MANDIR OFFICR OR PRIEST  020 8578 8088 / 9285

 VINUBHAI KANABAR 12 NOON TO 8 PM  07946 317280

 KISHORBHAI GHELANI 2 PM TO 8 PM  07828 391962

 RAJNIBHAI DAVDA 07932 616648

 SHARADBHAI BHIMJIYANI 8.30 PM TO 10 PM  020 3380 8107 OR 07782 540583
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Mahila Mandal Events
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Senior Ladies Events
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Senior Ladies Events
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YLS Event Photos
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Are you owed compensation as a result of financial 
mis-selling?

ONE topic that has dominated the headlines in recent years is the mis-selling of  financial products, such as 
endowments, pensions and payment protection insurance (PPI). 

But if  you thought these are the only products that have been mis sold to the public, think again. 

In fact it could be just about any financial product; policies sold for savings, for example for a future mortgage or 
for your children, life cover sold to single persons, bonds or investments sold to the elderly, unit linked whole of  life 
plans sold to cover a loan or for inheritance tax planning, pension mortgages, risk based investments sold to people 
with limited knowledge or experience; the list goes on. 

Some of  us will no doubt remember the sharp suited sales persons in the 80s and 90s visiting us at our homes and 
recommending various policies and investments. Quite often the advisers had very little training coupled with 
limited knowledge and experience and were thrust into the deep end of  the sales environment. Many plans were 
taken out because of  the trust people had in the adviser who had been recommended by either family or friends.

Life Policy Reclaim Ltd has helped many clients to claim millions of  pounds in compensation for mis-sold life 
policies and investments of  all kinds. And one of  the most surprising aspects of  this is that many of  the people who 
have received major pay outs did not even know that their policies or investments had been mis-sold. Since 2007 we 
have helped many people in the Gujarati community rightfully claim the compensation due to them.

We’ve recovered millions of  pounds in compensation from companies such as Abbey Life, St James’s Place, 
Santander, Zurich, Lincoln Financial, MI Group, Sun Life Financial of  Canada, Canada Life, Windsor Life and 
many other companies (there are simply too many to list). 

It doesn’t matter whether the policy has already matured or been surrendered; compensation could still be payable 
and in many cases can be a significant amount with interest mounting up over the years.” 

Operations Director Mr Chokshi explained that ‘While a lot of  people will have had a feeling that their policy or 
investment isn’t really what they needed, more often than not, they have no idea’. “Not only do most people not 
know they have been mis-sold a plan, but they also don’t know how to go about putting matters right either,”

Mr Chokshi said: “We use our experience and knowledge to claim on your behalf  to secure the maximum possible 
compensation for you. We take on all the hard work for you, saving you the worry and hassle. We also work on a no-
win no-fee basis with absolutely no upfront charges, so you have nothing to lose by asking us to take a look at your 
policies or investments and decide whether or not you have grounds to make a claim. 

Persons who were single when sold a life policy or persons close to retirement or already retired sold risk-based 
investments should contact us immediately as they could have a strong case for claiming compensation.

Successes include over £20,000 for Mr P who had policies and a pension mortgage with MI Group and Lincoln 
Financial, £34,000 for Mr A sold various Abbey Life policies, £7,000 for Mrs B sold a Santander Bond and Ms O 
who recovered over £14,000 for 2 mis-sold Lincoln Financial plans. We have many more examples.

Call us on 020 8220 6792 or FREEPHONE 0800 567 7702, email us at lifepolicyreclaim@live.co.uk or visit us at 
www.lpreclaim.co.uk.  

Life Policy Reclaim Ltd is authorised and regulated by the FCA (830239).

This is a sponsored article.
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These are just some of the thousands of the clients we’ve helped claim compensation for over the years. We simply have too 
many to list. Most of our clients had no idea they were due compensation for plans sold to them as far back as the 1980’s and 
some even stopped their plans years ago, so it is worth contacting us to fi nd out, even if you no longer have the plan number/
details. It costs nothing to ask and you could be due a nice payment like so many of our clients.

Abbey Life
Lincoln Financial

MI Group
Zurich

St James’s Place

Windsor Life
Barclays

Bradford & Bingley
Lloyds
Halifax

Please note that you do not need to use our company to make your claim, you can do this yourself free of charge and if unsuccessful pursue the matter through the Financial Ombudsman Service. *If you cancel outside of the 14 day period, there is no charge unless compensation has been 
awarded and paid to you, in which case our charge will apply. 10 Northbrook Road, Ilford, Essex IG1 3BS.  LPR Ltd is a claims management company authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 830239.

IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO CLAIM 
YOUR COMPENSATION!

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We’ve already recovered £millions for our clients 
for mis-sold life policies and investments/bonds 

and £millions more could be due:
“Mr A received OVER £33,000 for a mis-sold Abbey Life policy”

“Mr B was awarded OVER £23,000 for a mis-sold Barclays Pension Mortgage”

“Mr J was paid OVER £6,000 for a mis-sold Lincoln Financial plan”

Below are just some of the companies we’ve claimed compensation from:
(there are too many to list them all!)

We’ve claimed compensation for many different types of products such as life policies, savings plans, pension mortgages, 
investment bonds/portfolios etc. We have a very high success rate with Abbey Life so if you were sold a plan with this company 
contact us immediately. We work on a no win, no fee basis* (our fee is 20% plus VAT of any compensation we secure for you up to 
£50,000, for compensation over this sum our fee is 15% plus VAT (subject to a maximum fee of £12,000 including VAT per claim), 
it is as simple as that - no other charges. For example, if the compensation is £1,000 our fee is £240 and you keep £760.

Call Sanjay today on 020 8220 6792 / 020 8220 9596

Please note that we cannot consider the following 
types of claim or where you have already made a 
complaint

• Persons sold pensions (unless it was taken
out to repay a mortgage)

• Endowment mortgages (unless the 
endowment was surrendered before 2000)

• Persons sold term assurance policies
(mortgage or non mortgage related)

• If you applied for the plan without advice (e.g.
through a newspaper as or through the post)
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Wishing everybody a 

Happy Diwali and a
Prosperous New Year

From Parivar of
Late Purshottambhai and Late Nanduben Dawada
Yatin, Pratibha, Shyamal, Reena, Dhruv, Swarupa and Raj

Congratulations to Reena at Carter Bond Solicitors - the firm has 
been shortlisted for the Boutique Legal Firm of the Year award at the 
British Legal Awards 2023 and has been ranked in the top Legal 500!
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Neil Morjaria is an experienced financial adviser and estate planner 
who advises individual and corporate clients on pensions, investments, 
protection and inheritance tax planning. 

Whether you wish to plan for retirement, save yourself tax or your 
company corporation tax, invest for growth or income, building wealth, 
save up for a property, protect your loved ones, your business or your 
employees, or you are concerned about funding for care fees, Neil can 
offer a range of solutions to help you achieve your goals and aspirations 
and tailor them around your circumstances. 

M & M Financial Services Ltd offers independent financial advice and has been in operation in 
Harrow in North West London for over 20 years and now also offers general insurance brokerage 
services, commercial finance and bridging loan facilities. 

We provide financial planning services to private clients, business owners, trustees and 
charities. As our client, you will receive a regular review to ensure your financial objectives 
are being met and that your strategy is working. We can assess your circumstances, review 
your pensions, investments and protection arrangements, interest rates and debt structuring, 
discuss opportunities and threats created by changes in legislation and the economic and 
political climate, assist you in sorting through any confusing paperwork and ensure your estate 
planning wishes are in place, valid and up-to-date.

M & M offer the following services to  
personal and corporate clients:
✔  Financial planning and Wealth 

Management                                       

✔  Pensions, Investments, Savings and Cash 
Management

✔  Inheritance Tax, Corporation Tax, Income 
Tax and Capital Gains Tax Planning

✔  Life Insurance, Critical Illness Cover, Income 
Protection, Inter-Generational Planning

✔  Wills, Trusts, Powers of Attorney, Grant of 
Probate, Estate Administration

✔  Keyman, Directors and Shareholder 
Protection, Group Life, Workplace Pensions

✔  Care Fees and Social Care Funding, 
Mortgages and Equity Release

✔  Private Medical and General Insurance

M & M Financial Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under FRN 431048

Questions to ask yourself:
1    Will I have enough income to retire on or can 

I survive on the State Pension from the Govt?
2    Am I making use of available tax relief and all 

my annual limits and allowances?
3    Do I want my family to pay 40% inheritance 

tax on my wealth to the Govt at my death?
4     How will my dependants cope if I died, fell ill 

or if my income stopped?
5     Who will manage my affairs and make key 

decisions for me if I lost mental capacity? 
Does my Will reflect my current wishes?

6     What would I do if my business partner or key 
employee left, fell ill or died suddenly?

7     How will I or my family pay for care fees if I 
need to go in to a care or nursing home?

8     Can I rely on the NHS if I or my family need 
urgent medical treatment?

M  07517 144 700 •  T  020 8907 0956 
E  neilmorjaria@mandm-fa.co.uk • W  www.mandmgroup.co.uk

Maple House, 382 Kenton Road, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 8DP
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Navratri 2023

Photo’s courtesy of  Kaushik Bathia Photography
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 As a mortgage is secured against your home, it may be 
repossessed if you do not keep up mortgage repayments

77 High Street, Harrow, HA3 5DQ
mortgage@majorestate.com ~ majorestate.com

Call: 020 8424 8686 / 07956 810647

Celebrating 34 years in Property & Financial Services

WISHING YOU A HAPPY DIWALI  &
Best wishes for the NEW YEAR

MORTGAGES LIFE INSURANCE SALES LETTINGS
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WISHING EVERYONE A HAPPY DIWALI 
 AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

WEMBLEY
141 Ealing Road, Wembley HA0 4BP • T: 020 8903 5577

HARROW
207 Station Road, Central Parade, Harrow HA1 2TP • T: 020 8427 7960

RAYNERS LANE
453 Alexandra Ave, London HA2 9SE • T: 020 8537 2902

QUEENSBURY
238 Streatfield Road, Stanmore, Harrow HA3 9BX • T: 020 8732 2621

www.mumbailocal.co.uk

NEW
BRANCH

NEW
BRANCH
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ખબર જ ના પડી  

જ ેલોકો પોતાના23 વર્ષથી 60 વર્ષ કમાવવામાં વ્યસ્ત રહે છે તેમન ેઆ રચના સમર્પપત:- 

 

કેવી રીતે પરરવાર માટે  23 વર્ષની આ સફર પૂરી કરી — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

શ ું પામ્યા શ ું ગ માવ્્ ું — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

બચપણ ગ્ ું ગઈ જવાની ક્યારે પૌત્ર થયા — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

કાલ સ ધીતો દીકરો હતો ક્યારે સસરો થયો — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

કોઈ કહેત ું ડફોળ છે કોઈ કહેત ું હોશિયાર છે શ ું સાચ ું હત ું — ખબર જ ના પડી 

 

 પહેલા મા બાપન ું ચાલ્ ું પછી પત્નીન ું  ચાલ્  પછી ચાલ્  છોકરાઓન ું મારું  ક્યારે ચાલ્ ું — 

ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

રદલ કહે છે હજ  જવાન છ ું  ઉમ્ર કહે છે સાવ નાદાન છ ું  બસ આજ ચક્કરમાં પગ ક્યારે ઘસાઈ 

ગયા — ખબર ના પડી  

 

વાળ જતા રહ્યા ગાલ લબડી પડ્યા ચશ્મા આવી ગયા, ક્યારે સ રત બદલાઈ ગઈ — ખબર 

જ ના પડી  
 

કાલ સ ધી ક ટ ુંબ જોડે હતા, ક્યારે ક ટ ુંબ વવખરાયો ક્યારે નજીકના દરૂ થયા — ખબર જ ના 

પડી  

 

ભાઈ બહેન સગા સુંબુંધી ટાણે ત્યોહારો ભગેા મળે ક્યારે ખ િ થઈ ઉદાસ જજદગી — ખબર 

જ ના પડી  

 

જજદગી  ને જી ભરી જીવી લો પછી ના કહેતા કે — ખબર ના પડી 
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જ ેલોકો પોતાના23 વર્ષથી 60 વર્ષ કમાવવામાં વ્યસ્ત રહે છે તેમન ેઆ રચના સમર્પપત:- 

 

કેવી રીત ેપરરવાર માટે  23 વર્ષની આ સફર પરૂી કરી — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

શ ું પામ્યા શ ું ગ માવ્્ ું — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

બચપણ ગ્ ું ગઈ જવાની ક્યારે પૌત્ર થયા — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

કાલ સ ધીતો દીકરો હતો ક્યારે સસરો થયો — ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

કોઈ કહેત ું ડફોળ છે કોઈ કહેત ું હોશિયાર છે શ ું સાચ ું હત ું — ખબર જ ના પડી 

 

 પહેલા મા બાપન ું ચાલ્ ું પછી પત્નીન ું  ચાલ્  પછી ચાલ્  છોકરાઓન ું મારું  ક્યારે ચાલ્ ું — 

ખબર જ ના પડી  

 

રદલ કહે છે હજ  જવાન છ ું  ઉમ્ર કહે છે સાવ નાદાન છ ું  બસ આજ ચક્કરમાં પગ ક્યારે ઘસાઈ 

ગયા — ખબર ના પડી  

 

વાળ જતા રહ્યા ગાલ લબડી પડ્યા ચશ્મા આવી ગયા, ક્યારે સ રત બદલાઈ ગઈ — ખબર 

જ ના પડી  
 

કાલ સ ધી ક ટ ુંબ જોડે હતા, ક્યારે ક ટ ુંબ વવખરાયો ક્યારે નજીકના દરૂ થયા — ખબર જ ના 

પડી  

 

ભાઈ બહેન સગા સુંબુંધી ટાણે ત્યોહારો ભગેા મળે ક્યારે ખ િ થઈ ઉદાસ જજદગી — ખબર 

જ ના પડી  

 

જજદગી  ને જી ભરી જીવી લો પછી ના કહેતા કે — ખબર ના પડી 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

'ચાર ઘર'  

જન્મ લતેાની સાથ ેજ મેં હાસ્યના રકલરકલરથી ભ્ ું ઘર તો એ થ્ ું વપયર ન ું ઘર  

 

કું ક વણષ પગલે ચાલી હાથને જાત ઘસી દીપાવ્્ ું ઘર તો એ થ્ ું સસરા ન ું ઘર 

 

ઉમુંગ અને અરમાનોથી બાળકોની કાલીઘેલી બોલીથી ભરી દીધ ું ઘર ત્યાં તો પતત કહે "વાહ 

સ ુંદર છે માર ઘર" તો એ થ્ ું પતત ન ું ઘર  

 

હિે કદાચ હવ ેથિે માર ઘર એમ માની મોટા કયા સુંતાનોને તો પ ત્ર કહે "મમ્મી  ત ું આવીિ 

મારે  ઘરે ને એ થ્ ું પ ત્ર ન ું ઘર"  

 

મારે અવસ્થામાં મેં વસાવ્યા ચાર ઘર 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

'જવે ું વાવો  તેવ ું લણો'  

 

માણસને જ માણસ થવાન ું અહીં  કહેવ ું નથી કોઈ રહેત ું અહીં; જમે અહીં રહેવ ું પડે છે 

  

ક દરત કોઈને પણ ક્યારેય નથી છોડતી  યારો દ ુઃખ આપવાન ું કામ કરે છે, અને સહેવ ું પડે છે  

 

પોતાની મનમાની કરનારને અુંતે ભોગવવ ું પડે છે બાકી સમાજ જ ેપ્રવાહે વહે છે ત્યાં વહેવ ું 

પડે છે  

 

ફરજ ચ કનારાની કદી હકની અપેક્ષા ના કરવી જજદગી નાટક છે મળત ું પાત્ર નનભાવવ ું પડે છે  

 

'અહીં થ ુંકવ ું નહીં' ત્યાં થ ુંકનારને શ ું કહે સામ સારું  જ લણવા માટે સોએ સારું  વાતષવ ું પડે છે  
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શ્યામ ગળતરાણી 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

પાણી પ્રયોગ  

 

પાણી પીવાની રીત:-  

વહેલી સવારે ઊઠીને મોઢ ું  ધોયા વગર + બ્રિ કયા વગર જ મોટા ગ્લાસ પાણી એક સાથે 

પી જવ ું. તે પછી 40 તમનનટ સ ધી કુંઈ પણ ખાવ ું પીવ ું નહીં. સવારે નાસ્તા પછી અને બપોરે 

અને રાત્ર ેજમ્યા પછી બે કલાક બાદ પાણી પીવ ું. 

 

નાજ ક પ્રકૃતતવાડા માણસે એક સાથે ચાર ગ્લાસ પાણી ન પી િકાય તો, પહેલા એક અથવા 

બ ેગ્લાસથી િરૂ કરે અને પછી ધીરે ધીરે વધારી 4 ગ્લાસ પર આવી જાય. આ પ્રયોગથી 

જ દા જ દા રોગો નીચે જણાવેલ મ દત દરતમયાન મટી િકે છે  

હાઇપર ટેન્શન ———— 1 મહહનામાં  

ડાયાબબટીસ ————— મહહનામાં  

ગેસની તકલીફ ———— 10 રદવસમાં  

કબજજયાત ————— 10 રદવસમાં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

  

રૂમાલ ફક્ત આુંખોના જ આુંસ  લ છી િકે સાચ ું કારણ જાણવા તો તમત્ર જોઈએ  

 

ડોક્ટર હાટષ  ખોલીને સજષરી તો કરી િકે પણ હૈ્ ું હળવ ું કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ 

 

ઓરફસની કડક કોફી હેડક દૂર કરી િકે. આ કોફીની ચ સ્કી માણવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

આચચવમેન્ટ સર્ટટરફકેટ ખ િી આપી િકે. રદલથી પીઠ થાબડવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

ગેસની તકલીફ ———— 10 રદવસમાં  

કબજજયાત ————— 10 રદવસમાં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

  

રૂમાલ ફક્ત આુંખોના જ આુંસ  લ છી િકે સાચ ું કારણ જાણવા તો તમત્ર જોઈએ  

 

ડોક્ટર હાટષ  ખોલીને સજષરી તો કરી િકે પણ હૈ્ ું હળવ ું કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ 

 

ઓરફસની કડક કોફી હેડક દૂર કરી િકે. આ કોફીની ચ સ્કી માણવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

આચચવમેન્ટ સર્ટટરફકેટ ખ િી આપી િકે. રદલથી પીઠ થાબડવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  
 

ઇન્સ્ટાગ્રામ કે ટ્વીટર પર ફોલો તો થઈ િકે. સુંગાથે રખડપટ્ટી કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

વહાટષસપપને ફેસબ ક થી વાતો તો થઈ િકે લાગણી ભીના સુંવાદ માટે તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

ઝૂમ કે ફેસટાઈમ પર વવડીયો કોલ થઈ િકે મન ભરીને ગળે મળવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

દરેક તમત્રોને અપષણ 

 

 

 

 

 અભણ માં  

 

દીકરાન ું 12માં ધોરણન ું પરરણામ આવ્્ ું..... પપ્પા બોલ્યા. વાહ બેટા સરસ. 

 

રસોડામાં દીકરાની પરરણામની રાહમાં  માં  લાપસી બનાવી હતી. તેની પત્નીને સાદ પાડ્યો 

"એ સાંભળે છે? આપણો દીકરો 12મા ધોરણમાં 90%  માર્ક્ષ સાથે પાસ થયો છે."  

 

તેની પત્ની દોડતી દોડતી આવી બોલી બતાવો મને પરરણામ!  

 

દીકરો બોલ્યો "એ ઇું ગ્ગ્લિમાં છે મમ્મી ત ું અભણ છે ન,ે રહેવા દે, તને નહહ ખબર પડે."  
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શ્યામ ગળતરાણી 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

પાણી પ્રયોગ  

 

પાણી પીવાની રીત:-  

વહેલી સવારે ઊઠીને મોઢ ું  ધોયા વગર + બ્રિ કયા વગર જ મોટા ગ્લાસ પાણી એક સાથે 

પી જવ ું. તે પછી 40 તમનનટ સ ધી કુંઈ પણ ખાવ ું પીવ ું નહીં. સવારે નાસ્તા પછી અને બપોરે 

અને રાત્ર ેજમ્યા પછી બે કલાક બાદ પાણી પીવ ું. 

 

નાજ ક પ્રકૃતતવાડા માણસે એક સાથે ચાર ગ્લાસ પાણી ન પી િકાય તો, પહેલા એક અથવા 

બે ગ્લાસથી િરૂ કરે અને પછી ધીરે ધીરે વધારી 4 ગ્લાસ પર આવી જાય. આ પ્રયોગથી 

જ દા જ દા રોગો નીચે જણાવેલ મ દત દરતમયાન મટી િકે છે  

હાઇપર ટેન્શન ———— 1 મહહનામાં  

ડાયાબબટીસ ————— મહહનામાં  

ગેસની તકલીફ ———— 10 રદવસમાં  

કબજજયાત ————— 10 રદવસમાં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

  

રૂમાલ ફક્ત આુંખોના જ આુંસ  લ છી િકે સાચ ું કારણ જાણવા તો તમત્ર જોઈએ  

 

ડોક્ટર હાટષ  ખોલીને સજષરી તો કરી િકે પણ હૈ્ ું હળવ ું કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ 

 

ઓરફસની કડક કોફી હેડક દૂર કરી િકે. આ કોફીની ચ સ્કી માણવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

આચચવમેન્ટ સર્ટટરફકેટ ખ િી આપી િકે. રદલથી પીઠ થાબડવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

ગેસની તકલીફ ———— 10 રદવસમાં  

કબજજયાત ————— 10 રદવસમાં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

  

રૂમાલ ફક્ત આુંખોના જ આુંસ  લ છી િકે સાચ ું કારણ જાણવા તો તમત્ર જોઈએ  

 

ડોક્ટર હાટષ  ખોલીને સજષરી તો કરી િકે પણ હૈ્ ું હળવ ું કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ 

 

ઓરફસની કડક કોફી હેડક દૂર કરી િકે. આ કોફીની ચ સ્કી માણવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

આચચવમેન્ટ સર્ટટરફકેટ ખ િી આપી િકે. રદલથી પીઠ થાબડવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  
 

ઇન્સ્ટાગ્રામ કે ટ્વીટર પર ફોલો તો થઈ િકે. સુંગાથે રખડપટ્ટી કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

વહાટષસપપને ફેસબ ક થી વાતો તો થઈ િકે લાગણી ભીના સુંવાદ માટે તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

ઝૂમ કે ફેસટાઈમ પર વવડીયો કોલ થઈ િકે મન ભરીને ગળે મળવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

દરેક તમત્રોને અપષણ 

 

 

 

 

 અભણ માં  

 

દીકરાન ું 12માં ધોરણન ું પરરણામ આવ્્ ું..... પપ્પા બોલ્યા. વાહ બેટા સરસ. 

 

રસોડામાં દીકરાની પરરણામની રાહમાં  માં  લાપસી બનાવી હતી. તેની પત્નીને સાદ પાડ્યો 

"એ સાંભળે છે? આપણો દીકરો 12મા ધોરણમાં 90%  માર્ક્ષ સાથે પાસ થયો છે."  

 

તેની પત્ની દોડતી દોડતી આવી બોલી બતાવો મને પરરણામ!  

 

દીકરો બોલ્યો "એ ઇું ગ્ગ્લિમાં છે મમ્મી ત ું અભણ છે ને, રહેવા દે, તને નહહ ખબર પડે."  

 

ઇન્સ્ટાગ્રામ કે ટ્વીટર પર ફોલો તો થઈ િકે. સુંગાથે રખડપટ્ટી કરવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

વહાટષસપપને ફેસબ ક થી વાતો તો થઈ િકે લાગણી ભીના સુંવાદ માટે તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

ઝૂમ કે ફેસટાઈમ પર વવડીયો કોલ થઈ િકે મન ભરીને ગળે મળવા તો તમત્ર જ જોઈએ  

 

દરેક તમત્રોને અપષણ 

 

 

 

 

 અભણ માં  

 

દીકરાન ું 12માં ધોરણન ું પરરણામ આવ્્ ું..... પપ્પા બોલ્યા. વાહ બેટા સરસ. 

 

રસોડામાં દીકરાની પરરણામની રાહમાં  માં  લાપસી બનાવી હતી. તેની પત્નીને સાદ પાડ્યો 

"એ સાંભળે છે? આપણો દીકરો 12મા ધોરણમાં 90%  માર્ક્ષ સાથે પાસ થયો છે."  

 

તેની પત્ની દોડતી દોડતી આવી બોલી બતાવો મને પરરણામ!  

 

દીકરો બોલ્યો "એ ઇું ગ્ગ્લિમાં છે મમ્મી ત ું અભણ છે ને, રહેવા દે, તને નહહ ખબર પડે."  
 

માની આુંખ છલકાઈ ગઈ પણ બબચારી કુંઈ બોલી િકી નાઈ.  

 

ત્યારે તેના પપ્પા બોલ્યા. "બીટા અમારા લગ્નના ત્રણ જ મહહનામાં તારે માન ેગભષ રહ્યો હતો. 

મેં કહ્ ું ચાલ એબૉરિન કરાવી લઈએ. હ ું  જજદગીમાં કઈ ફયૉ જ નહીં આપણે તેણે ત્યારે 

મારી વાતનો વવરોધ કયો કારણ કે તે અભણ છે."   

 

તારી માન ેદૂધ નથી ભાવત ું. પણ તને પોર્ણ મળે એ માટે તેને નવ મહહના દૂધ પીધ ું કારણ કે 

તે અભણ છે.   

 

તને સવારે 7 વાગ્યે િાળાએ મોકલવા એ પોતે 5 વાગ્યામાં જાગીને તારા માટે તને ભાવતા 

નાસ્તો બનાવતી કારણ કે તે અભણ છે.  

 

ત ું રાત્ર ેવાંચતો વાંચતો સ ઈ ગયો હોય ત્યારે તે તારી બ ક વ્યવસ્થસ્થત મૂકી તને ઓઢાડી તારો 

મોબાઈલ ચાજ ષમાં મૂકી હળવેથી બત્તી બુંધ કરી દેતી, કારણ કે તે અભણ છે.  

 

ત ું નેનો હતો ને ત્યારે રાત્ર ેબહ  બીમાર પડી જતો, આખી રાત તારા માટે એ જાગતી રહે, અન ે

સવારે વળી પાછી પોતાના કામમાં વળગી જાય, કારણ કે તે અભણ છે. 

 

તને સારા કપડાં પહેરાવવા તે પોત ેસસ્તી સાડીમાં ચલાવી લતેી, કારણ કે તે અભણ છે. 

 
બેટા ભણેલાઓના તો પ્રથમ પોતાનો સ્વાથષ દેખાય, પણ તારી મા એ આજ સ ધી ઘરમાં 

પોતાનો સ્વાથષ નથી જોયો. તેથી ગવષથી કહ ું  છ ું  કે મારે જીવન સુંગીની અભણ છે. 

  

દીકરો આટલ ું સાંભળી રડી પડ્યો ને  બોલ્યો "માં હ ું  તો માત્ર કાગળ પર જ 90% લાવ્યો છ ું , 

પણ મારા જીવનને 100% બનાવનારી પ્રથમ શિક્ષક ત ું છે..... માં આજ ે90% સાથ ેપણ હ ું  

અભણ છો.  

 

રરસ્પેક્ટ ફોર કોલ માં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

બહ  જરૂરી છે 

 

િબ્દો સમજાય અન ેન વાગે એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 

સુંબુંધ સચવાય અને મન ન કચવાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  
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With compliments
Nitin, Sandhya, Kishan and Anjali Lakhani 

in memory of Maniben Monji Lakhani

We wish all our friends 
and families a very 

Happy Diwali and a 
prosperous New Year
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WISHING YOU ALL 
A HAPPY DIWALI

AND PROSPEROUS 
NEW YEAR

www.panache-events.co.uk

info@panache-events.co.uk
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Liceria & Co.

Shubh Deepawali  from
Bipin & Bharti, Anand & Bansri and Ishani Kantaria 

Pipal Group
Exporters - Project Finance - 

Real Estate - Investments

8 Hampstead West, 224 Iverson Road, 
West Hampstead, NW6 2HL 

info@pipalgroup.com/020 7625 5155
divyaseva.org/108puzzles.com

 

Divya Seva Foundation
registered charity: 1126770

108 Puzzles
Indian gifts and toys for the family
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Happy Diwali

& a Prosperous

New Year!

WISHES YOU A VERY

451 Alexandra Ave, Rayners Lane, Harrow HA2 9SE

pkproperties.co.uk

Residential Sales� Lettings & Management 

0208 429 1683 
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Ramnavmi
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Wishing you all
a Happy Diwali
& A Prosperous

New Year
from

Popat Stores
Importers, Exporters

& Distributors of Houseware,
Cookware & Electrical Appliances

138 & 158 Ealing Road,
Wembley Middlesex.

HA0 4PY, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 208 903 6397 or
+44 (0) 208 902 2543

Fax: +44 (0) 208 903 9613

Email: popatstore@btopenworld.com

Wishing you all
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બેટા ભણેલાઓના તો પ્રથમ પોતાનો સ્વાથષ દેખાય, પણ તારી મા એ આજ સ ધી ઘરમાં 

પોતાનો સ્વાથષ નથી જોયો. તેથી ગવષથી કહ ું  છ ું  કે મારે જીવન સુંગીની અભણ છે. 

  

દીકરો આટલ ું સાંભળી રડી પડ્યો ને  બોલ્યો "માં હ ું  તો માત્ર કાગળ પર જ 90% લાવ્યો છ ું , 

પણ મારા જીવનને 100% બનાવનારી પ્રથમ શિક્ષક ત ું છે..... માં આજ ે90% સાથ ેપણ હ ું  

અભણ છો.  

 

રરસ્પેક્ટ ફોર કોલ માં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

બહ  જરૂરી છે 

 

િબ્દો સમજાય અન ેન વાગે એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 

સુંબુંધ સચવાય અને મન ન કચવાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 
નીકળી જવ ું હ ું  ગમે તેટલ ું આગળ સત્યની િોધમાં સમય રહે તો પાછ ું  વડાય એ બહ  જરૂરી 

છે  

 

લુંબાઈ માપીને શ ું કરીશ ું આ જજદગીની દ ુઃખના રદવસો જલ્દી થી સ ખના ધીરે ધીરે જાય એ 

બહ  જરૂરી છે   

 

અુંતે ભળી જવાન ું છે રાખમાં એ જાણતો હોવા છતાં ય દોડે જાઉું  છ ું  કારણ કે રદપક બ જાય તે 

પહેલા જળવહી જવાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 

તમત્રતાન ું કે્ષત્રફળ માપવાન ું સમીકરણ અલગ પણ હોઈ િકે લુંબાઈ અને પહોળાઈ 

માપવામાં ઊું ડાઈ વવસરાઈ ન જાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે   

 

સુંવાદ સજાષય કે નહીં એ અગત્યન ું નથી એકમેકન ેજોઈને આખો ચમકી જાય એ બહ  જરૂરી 

છે  

 

હસ  રડ  અથડાઉ પછડાઉ જાઉ ઉપર કે નીચ ેપડી જાઉ અસ્સ્તત્વ થી અુંત સ ધી વ્યગ્ક્તએ જ 

ઝ જમતા રહેવ ું એ બહ  જરૂરી છે. 

 

િબ્દો સમજાય અન ેના વાગે એ બહ  જરૂરી છે 

 

 

કવવતા - મને સારું  લાગ ેછે  

 

ભૂલી  જાય જો કોઈ હવે તો નથી લાગત ું ખોટ ું   

 

વ્યસ્ત હિે પોતામાં એન ું કારણ નઈ હોય મોટ ું  

 

પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મને સારું  લાગ ેછે  

 

આજ ન ેભૂલીગઈ કાલન ું સ્મરણ થઇ જાય છે  

 

ઓળખીતા પણ થાય અજાણ્યા  

 

નજર ફેરવી લતેા  

 

ફોને કરું  તો અવાજ સાંભળીને હેલો હેલો કહેતા મૂુંગા રહી પીધ ું એ આુંસ  ખારું  લાગ ેછે 

યાદ કરે જો કોઈ  

 

ઝેબ્રા ક્રોજસગ પાર થુંભી ન ેરાહ જોઈ ધીરજ થી નથી ઉતાવળ કોઈ હવેલા હરીફાઈ કોઈની 

આગળ પાછળ ચાલત ું પગલ ું માટ  લાગે છે યાદ કર જો..... 

 

મળવાન ું તો ગમ ેઘણ ું પણ મીટર લાગે માઈલ  
 

તોય જાઉું  તો મોં મલકાવી મૂકે નાઈ મોબીલ ે

 

પગને લાગ્યો થાક હવ ેઆ હોય જાગે છે પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મન ેસારું  લાગે છે 

'શ ક્લ'  

બધ ું તણાઈ ગ્ ું  

 

આવો ગ્ ું, પધારો ગ્ ું અને નમસ્ત ેપણ ગ્ ું  

 

હાય અને હેલ્લોના હાહાકારમાં સ્નહેભીના િબ્દો ગયા  

 

મહેમાન ગયા, પરોણા ગયા, અને અશ્ર ભીના આવકાર પણ ગયા  

 

વેલકમ અને બાય બાયમાં લાગણીઓ તણાઈ ગઈ 

 

કાકા ગયા, મામા ગયા, માસ ગયા અને ફૂું ફા ગયા એક અુંકલના પેટમાં એ બધા ઘરકાવ 

થયા 

 

કાકી, મામી, માસી, ફોઈને સ્વજનો વવસરાઈ ગયા એક આુંટીમાં બધા સામાઇ ગયા  

 

ક ટ ુંબ નામનો મેળો તૂટ્યો પછી બધા વેર વવખેર થયા  
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બેટા ભણેલાઓના તો પ્રથમ પોતાનો સ્વાથષ દેખાય, પણ તારી મા એ આજ સ ધી ઘરમાં 

પોતાનો સ્વાથષ નથી જોયો. તેથી ગવષથી કહ ું  છ ું  કે મારે જીવન સુંગીની અભણ છે. 

  

દીકરો આટલ ું સાંભળી રડી પડ્યો ને  બોલ્યો "માં હ ું  તો માત્ર કાગળ પર જ 90% લાવ્યો છ ું , 

પણ મારા જીવનને 100% બનાવનારી પ્રથમ શિક્ષક ત ું છે..... માં આજ ે90% સાથ ેપણ હ ું  

અભણ છો.  

 

રરસ્પેક્ટ ફોર કોલ માં 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

બહ  જરૂરી છે 

 

િબ્દો સમજાય અન ેન વાગે એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 

સુંબુંધ સચવાય અને મન ન કચવાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 
નીકળી જવ ું હ ું  ગમે તેટલ ું આગળ સત્યની િોધમાં સમય રહે તો પાછ ું  વડાય એ બહ  જરૂરી 

છે  

 

લુંબાઈ માપીને શ ું કરીશ ું આ જજદગીની દ ુઃખના રદવસો જલ્દી થી સ ખના ધીરે ધીરે જાય એ 

બહ  જરૂરી છે   

 

અુંતે ભળી જવાન ું છે રાખમાં એ જાણતો હોવા છતાં ય દોડે જાઉું  છ ું  કારણ કે રદપક બ જાય તે 

પહેલા જળવહી જવાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે  

 

તમત્રતાન ું કે્ષત્રફળ માપવાન ું સમીકરણ અલગ પણ હોઈ િકે લુંબાઈ અને પહોળાઈ 

માપવામાં ઊું ડાઈ વવસરાઈ ન જાય એ બહ  જરૂરી છે   

 

સુંવાદ સજાષય કે નહીં એ અગત્યન ું નથી એકમેકન ેજોઈને આખો ચમકી જાય એ બહ  જરૂરી 

છે  

 

હસ  રડ  અથડાઉ પછડાઉ જાઉ ઉપર કે નીચ ેપડી જાઉ અસ્સ્તત્વ થી અુંત સ ધી વ્યગ્ક્તએ જ 

ઝ જમતા રહેવ ું એ બહ  જરૂરી છે. 

 

િબ્દો સમજાય અન ેના વાગે એ બહ  જરૂરી છે 

 

 

કવવતા - મને સારું  લાગ ેછે  

 

ભૂલી  જાય જો કોઈ હવે તો નથી લાગત ું ખોટ ું   

 

વ્યસ્ત હિે પોતામાં એન ું કારણ નઈ હોય મોટ ું  

 

પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મને સારું  લાગ ેછે  

 

આજ ને ભૂલીગઈ કાલન ું સ્મરણ થઇ જાય છે  

 

ઓળખીતા પણ થાય અજાણ્યા  

 

નજર ફેરવી લતેા  

 

ફોને કરું  તો અવાજ સાંભળીને હેલો હેલો કહેતા મૂુંગા રહી પીધ ું એ આુંસ  ખારું  લાગ ેછે 

યાદ કરે જો કોઈ  

 

ઝેબ્રા ક્રોજસગ પાર થુંભી ને રાહ જોઈ ધીરજ થી નથી ઉતાવળ કોઈ હવેલા હરીફાઈ કોઈની 

આગળ પાછળ ચાલત ું પગલ ું માટ  લાગે છે યાદ કર જો..... 

 

મળવાન ું તો ગમે ઘણ ું પણ મીટર લાગે માઈલ  
 

તોય જાઉું  તો મોં મલકાવી મૂકે નાઈ મોબીલ ે

 

પગને લાગ્યો થાક હવ ેઆ હોય જાગે છે પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મન ેસારું  લાગે છે 

'શ ક્લ'  

બધ ું તણાઈ ગ્ ું  

 

આવો ગ્ ું, પધારો ગ્ ું અને નમસ્ત ેપણ ગ્ ું  

 

હાય અને હેલ્લોના હાહાકારમાં સ્નહેભીના િબ્દો ગયા  

 

મહેમાન ગયા, પરોણા ગયા, અને અશ્ર ભીના આવકાર પણ ગયા  

 

વેલકમ અને બાય બાયમાં લાગણીઓ તણાઈ ગઈ 

 

કાકા ગયા, મામા ગયા, માસ ગયા અને ફૂું ફા ગયા એક અુંકલના પેટમાં એ બધા ઘરકાવ 

થયા 

 

કાકી, મામી, માસી, ફોઈને સ્વજનો વવસરાઈ ગયા એક આુંટીમાં બધા સામાઇ ગયા  

 

ક ટ ુંબ નામનો મેળો તૂટ્યો પછી બધા વેર વવખેર થયા  
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તોય જાઉું  તો મોં મલકાવી મૂકે નાઈ મોબીલ ે

 

પગને લાગ્યો થાક હવ ેઆ હોય જાગે છે પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મન ેસારું  લાગે છે 

'શ ક્લ'  

બધ ું તણાઈ ગ્ ું  

 

આવો ગ્ ું, પધારો ગ્ ું અને નમસ્ત ેપણ ગ્ ું  

 

હાય અને હેલ્લોના હાહાકારમાં સ્નહેભીના િબ્દો ગયા  

 

મહેમાન ગયા, પરોણા ગયા, અને અશ્ર ભીના આવકાર પણ ગયા  

 

વેલકમ અને બાય બાયમાં લાગણીઓ તણાઈ ગઈ 

 

કાકા ગયા, મામા ગયા, માસ ગયા અને ફૂું ફા ગયા એક અુંકલના પેટમાં એ બધા ઘરકાવ 

થયા 

 

કાકી, મામી, માસી, ફોઈને સ્વજનો વવસરાઈ ગયા એક આુંટીમાં બધા સામાઇ ગયા  

 

ક ટ ુંબ નામનો મેળો તૂટ્યો પછી બધા વેર વવખેર થયા  

 

હ ું  અને મારામાં બધા જકડાઈ ગયા  

 

આઇસ્કીમ ના આડબારમાં મીઠા ગોળધાણા ગયા  

 

લાપસી ગઈ, કુંસાર ગયા, ખીર ને ખાજા ગયા, કેકના ચક્કરમાં બધા ફસાઈ ગયા  

 

માનસમાંથી માણસના સબુંધ ગયા, ને કામ પૂરતા માત્ર મોબીલે નુંબર રહીગયા  

 

 

અજમાવી જ ઓ:- 

 

દૂધની થેલીમાં મ કેલી કોથમીર અને છાપામાં મ કેલો લીમડો લાંબા સમય સ ધી તાજા રહે છે. 

 

ચણાના લોટમાં પકોડા બનાવતી વખત ેએમાં ભીંજવેલ સાબ દાણા ભેળવવાથી પકોડા 

કરકરા બને છે 

 

ભાંજયે બનાવતી વખતે તેમાં થોડો ચોખાનો લોટ કે િોજી નાખવાથી ભજીયા વધારે રક્રસ્પી 

બને છે 

 

જો ઊું ઘ બરાબર ન આવતી હોય તો પગના તળળયા પાર રાઈન ું તેલ લગાડવ ું 
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તોય જાઉું  તો મોં મલકાવી મૂકે નાઈ મોબીલ ે

 

પગને લાગ્યો થાક હવ ેઆ હોય જાગે છે પણ યાદ કરે જો કોઈ તો મન ેસારું  લાગે છે 

'શ ક્લ'  

બધ ું તણાઈ ગ્ ું  

 

આવો ગ્ ું, પધારો ગ્ ું અને નમસ્ત ેપણ ગ્ ું  

 

હાય અને હેલ્લોના હાહાકારમાં સ્નહેભીના િબ્દો ગયા  

 

મહેમાન ગયા, પરોણા ગયા, અને અશ્ર ભીના આવકાર પણ ગયા  

 

વેલકમ અને બાય બાયમાં લાગણીઓ તણાઈ ગઈ 

 

કાકા ગયા, મામા ગયા, માસ ગયા અને ફૂું ફા ગયા એક અુંકલના પેટમાં એ બધા ઘરકાવ 

થયા 

 

કાકી, મામી, માસી, ફોઈને સ્વજનો વવસરાઈ ગયા એક આુંટીમાં બધા સામાઇ ગયા  

 

ક ટ ુંબ નામનો મેળો તૂટ્યો પછી બધા વેર વવખેર થયા  

 

હ ું  અને મારામાં બધા જકડાઈ ગયા  

 

આઇસ્કીમ ના આડબારમાં મીઠા ગોળધાણા ગયા  

 

લાપસી ગઈ, કુંસાર ગયા, ખીર ને ખાજા ગયા, કેકના ચક્કરમાં બધા ફસાઈ ગયા  

 

માનસમાંથી માણસના સબુંધ ગયા, ન ેકામ પૂરતા માત્ર મોબીલે નુંબર રહીગયા  

 

 

અજમાવી જ ઓ:- 

 

દૂધની થેલીમાં મ કેલી કોથમીર અને છાપામાં મ કેલો લીમડો લાંબા સમય સ ધી તાજા રહે છે. 

 

ચણાના લોટમાં પકોડા બનાવતી વખત ેએમાં ભીંજવેલ સાબ દાણા ભેળવવાથી પકોડા 

કરકરા બને છે 

 

ભાંજયે બનાવતી વખતે તેમાં થોડો ચોખાનો લોટ કે િોજી નાખવાથી ભજીયા વધારે રક્રસ્પી 

બને છે 

 

જો ઊું ઘ બરાબર ન આવતી હોય તો પગના તળળયા પાર રાઈન ું તેલ લગાડવ ું 

 

 

હ ું  અને મારામાં બધા જકડાઈ ગયા  

 

આઇસ્કીમ ના આડબારમાં મીઠા ગોળધાણા ગયા  

 

લાપસી ગઈ, કુંસાર ગયા, ખીર ને ખાજા ગયા, કેકના ચક્કરમાં બધા ફસાઈ ગયા  

 

માનસમાંથી માણસના સબુંધ ગયા, ન ેકામ પૂરતા માત્ર મોબીલે નુંબર રહીગયા  

 

 

અજમાવી જ ઓ:- 

 

દૂધની થેલીમાં મ કેલી કોથમીર અને છાપામાં મ કેલો લીમડો લાંબા સમય સ ધી તાજા રહે છે. 

 

ચણાના લોટમાં પકોડા બનાવતી વખત ેએમાં ભીંજવેલ સાબ દાણા ભેળવવાથી પકોડા 

કરકરા બને છે 

 

ભાંજયે બનાવતી વખતે તેમાં થોડો ચોખાનો લોટ કે િોજી નાખવાથી ભજીયા વધારે રક્રસ્પી 

બને છે 

 

જો ઊું ઘ બરાબર ન આવતી હોય તો પગના તળળયા પાર રાઈન ું તેલ લગાડવ ું 

 
ભટ રાને નરમ અને મ લાયમ બનાવવા માટે લોટમાં બ્રેડની ત્રણચાર સ્લાઇસ ભૂકો કરી ને 

તમર્ક્ કરી ડો 

 

ઇડલીન ું ખીરું  વધારે પડત ું પાતળ ું થઇ ગ્ ું હોય તો તેમાં સેકેલા રવો નાખવાથી જાદ  બનિ ે

અને ખીરની ઈડલી મ લાયમ પણ બને છે  

 

 સૂઝ ટાઈટ પડતા હોટ તો આખી રાત એમાં કાપેલા બટાટાનો ટ કડો મકૂી રાખો  

 

ક્રોકરી પાર ચા-કોફીના ડાઘ પડી ગયા હોય તો ભીના કપડામાં ખાવાનો સોડા લઈને ઘસો 

પછી પાણી થી ધોઈ લો.  

 

રોટલી માટે લોટ ગ ુંદતી વખત ેબે ચમચી દૂધ, ઘી કે મલાઈ મેળવી દેવાથી રોટલી એકદમ 

પાતળી બનિ ે 

 

ભીંડાન ું િાક બનાવતી વખતે તેમાં એક ચમચી દહીં નાખવાથી તેની ચચકાસ ઓછી થિ ે

 

પૂરીનો લોટ પાણીન ેબદલે દહીંથી બાંધવાથી પ રી પોચી થિ ે

 

પાણીપ રી ની પ રી બનાવતી વખત ેઘીણા રવામાં પીવાનો સોડા લોટ બાંધવા માટે વાપરીએ 

તો પ રી ફ લસ ે
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Our Diwali Gift for you
 

A complimentary 
one-hour consultation

on IHT or your business.
Please contact us using

the code
 

PMLCD23

020 8204 2228
www.pricemann.co.uk
info@pricemann.co.uk
Magnolia House, Spring Villa Park,
11 Spring Villa Road, Edgware HA8 7EB

Hope the glow of  diyas
i l luminate your path with
good fortune,  health and

success
 

We wish you a 
Happy Diwal i  & 

a  prosperous New Year

Download
free

resources

Accounting | Tax | Consulting
Probate Services
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PAWNBROKING 
SERVICE

Fully authorised and regulated by FCA to 
provide cash loans secured against Gold, 
Diamond Jewellery, Quality Fine Watches 

Cash prices to buy unwanted gold or 
exchange for Gold Bullion Bars / Coins

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION 
0208 869 0644 | rndjewellers.co.uk

321 Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middlesex HA2 8JA

SAFE DEPOSIT  
LOCKERS

Bank Grade Safe Lockers, accessed via 
Biometric ID and entry system are perfect  
to store jewellery, confidential documents, 

and family valuables.

OTHER SERVICES
Professional Jewellery Design/Repairs 

Money Transfer via MoneyGram 
Foreign Currency Exchange

PAWNBROKERS AND SAFE DEPOSIT CENTRE
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“The only journey is the journey within.” 
 

Wishing you all a Happy Diwali.  
Best wishes for a healthy, joyous, 

peaceful and prosperous New Year! 
 

From the family members of  
Late Meenaben Kantaria 

 

 
Ramesh Kantaria  

Nishita, Hitesh, Amee & Krish Bhayani 
Mitesh, Rashmi, Shreyan & Jayani Kantaria 

Jiten, Rupal, Siya & Shivam Kantaria 
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P D Q ’ S  •  E - C O M M E R C E  •  V I R T U A L  T E R M I N A L S  •  P A Y  B Y  L I N K

Get the LOWEST Credit  
and Debit Card Processing 

Fees in the UK!
Increase your revenue 
and provide a better service  
for your customers with a 
total peace of mind

PROUD SUPPLIER TO OVER 1,000 QUALITY  
BUSINESSES IN THE UK, INCLUDING:

NO
HIDDEN CHARGES

p	p	A personalised service  
	 from	start	to	finish

p	p	Hassle-free & quick  
 setup for ANY  
 type of business

p	p	Providing	the	latest	 
 payment systems 

p	p	Specialising in face-to-face,  
	 over-the-phone	and	online		 	
 card transactions

MEXICAN KITCHENMEXICAN KITCHEN

Dhamecha Lohana
Centre 

Lohana C ommunity 
North London

MEXICAN KITCHENMEXICAN KITCHEN

Dhamecha Lohana
Centre 

Lohana C ommunity 
North London

MEXICAN KITCHENMEXICAN KITCHEN

Dhamecha Lohana
Centre 

Lohana C ommunity 
North London

MEXICAN KITCHENMEXICAN KITCHEN

Dhamecha Lohana
Centre 

Lohana C ommunity 
North London

We work with several 
Merchant Banks

Contact Rishi today  
07951 525 535
rishi@creditanddebit.co.uk
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Bapuji Varghode Chadia
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Connextion
Connexions event for singles aged between 25-40 which was held at Fire & Ice Hatch End.
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Satishbhai Visit
Joint event between LCNL and LCUK, welcoming LMP President Satishbhai Vithalni during his 

visit from India.
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Whist Drive
Whist Drive a classic English trick-taking card game which was widely played in the 18th and 19th 

centuries. An evening full of  fun, laughter and good food.
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The Sedani Family 
 

Kanti and Devi  |  Raj and Shreena  |  Riya, Khushi & Nikhil 
 

And a Prosperous New Year 
 

Alyson House 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA 

Silver Springs 
WATFORD 

Wishing you all a very  

AlysonHomecare 
Complex Homecare Specialists 

 
 

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA 
Residential Care | Supported Living 

For Adults with Learning Disabilities and Autism 
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  info@sonatours.co.uk    www.sona.tours

Book early to avail discounts
up to £350 and cabin space14 Days

Canada Rockies & Alaska Cruise 
for 2023
Departure Dates: May 28, Jun 11, 
Jul 09, Aug 06, Sep 03 

Great succes after 3 dep in 
Feb & Mar 2022

Price from £2500

Northern lights with Indian Chef 
Aurora show Perlan water tank 
Blue Lagoon comfort package,
Tomato farm with Tomato Ice cream 

14 Days

Iceland and Northern Lights
Departure Dates:

 
 Mar 16, Jul 28,

12 Days

Price from
 

£
 
2300

Includes: Ho Chi Minh, Hoi An, 
Hanoi Hue,Ha Longbay. Cambodia: 
Siam Reap and much more 

14 Days

Vietnam and Cambodia
Departure Dates: Feb 03, Mar 09, 
Apr 20, May 11, Jun 08, Jul 20, 
Sep 14, Oct 19, Nov 16

 

Price from £6800

Departure Dates: Feb 12, Nov 15
Includes: Melbourne, Cairns, Great
Barrier Reef, Sydney. New Zealand: 
Auckland, Christ church, Queens 
Town, Rotorua, Fiji and much more
Book before end  of October and
 get £300 off

26 Days
Price from £7299

Includes: Peru: Machu Picchu, 
Arequipa, Bolivia: La Paz.
Argentina:Buenos Aries. Brazil: 
and much more 

24 Days

South America
Departure Dates: Apr 11, Nov 21

Calgary, Banff, Jasper, Kamloops, 
Colombia Ice Field, Glacier Skywalk, 
7nights on 5 star Celebrity Cruise 
Direct flights with Air Canada Book early to avail early discounts 

up to £350

Japan and Cherry Blossom
Departure Dates:  Apr 04, 10, 14, 

Tokyo, Mt Fuji, Nagoya, Hiroshima, 
Kobe, Kyoto, Osaka and much more
Direct Flights with Japan Air 

2023/2024 PACKAGES 

Australia, New Zealand and Fiji

 RECOGNISED BY WHICH Booking a Holiday? You can trust there 24 travel companies with your money:  Small holiday companies pay refunds – Which? News

+44 2089510111 Lines open 24/7
Offices in UK, Kenya, India & USA

Happy Diwali
Wishing you a

 £350 
off

Up to

 £300 
off

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

ST LOHANA.pdf   1   9/29/2022   10:04:36 AM

 £350 
off

Up to

 £200 
off

Up to

May 13, Jun 10, Jul 02, Sep 15, Oct 13

Aug 11, Sep 22, Oct 20

X
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•

•

 

•

• Commercial Mortgages
• Commercial & Residential
 Development 
Buy to Let Purchase including
Portfolio

 Refinance – Property Portfolio 
& Single Units
Bridging Finance

•

 

Revolving Credit Facility (Overdraft)
• Asset Finance
• Invoice Finance
• Unsecured Facilities
• Banking Facilities
• Trade – Stock Finance
• Merchant Cashflow Funding
• Invoice Discounting & Factoring

Facilities are subject to status.A member of Authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Financial Solutions, in a World of Change

Sanjay C. Rughani
T:  07956 154 103
T:  020 3976 9806
E:  scr@sterlingpf.com

Manish Babla
T:  07866 435 144
T:  020 3976 9802
E:  manish@sterlingpf.com 

Sterling House 
51 Station Road 
North Harrow 
Middlesex HA2 7SR 

 
 

T:  020 3976 9800 
F:  0844 209 1443 
W: bridgingloansuk.co.uk
W: www.sterlingpf.com

BridgingLoansUK

020 3976 9800
contactus@sterlingpf.com
www.sterlingpf.comFiFF ial S l tions, tt i W ld of Cha

Wishing The Lohana C ommunity North London a Happy Diwali & Prosperous New Year 
Best wishes from Sanjay Rughani, Jaishree Rughani, Manish Babla, Sheila Savani

and all at Sterling – SME Business Finance Solutions

advert-for-lohana-Magazine-A4_july2016.indd   1 07/07/2016   12:40

www.bridgingloansuk.co.uk

Looking to work with Accountants, Lawyers, Pharmacists, Dentists, Property Developers & Consultants as well other Professionals
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Gujarati play - Ishara
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Hanuman Jayanti
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Senior Men
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DIWALI GREETINGS  
AND BEST WISHES  

FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Deepa, Sudhir, Dillon & Sasha Jagsi

The Laurels
25a London Road

Shenley
Herts

WD7 9EP

Stanmore Place
18 Sovereign Court

Unwin Way
Stanmore 
HA7 1FH

Dillon
Kingsbury Manor

5 Ellis Fields
St Albans

Herts 
AL3 6 BG

Sasha
Stanmore Place
48 Atlee Court

Unwin Way
Stanmore
HA7 1FF

Deepa and Sudhir
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Happy Diwali
Ruby Pub and Hotel and  
Coldean Convenience 02  

would like to wish all its staff, 
customers and business partners  

a very Happy Diwali and  
a Successful New Year

Ruby Pub and Hotel and Coldean Convenience 02 
Coldean, Brighton, East Sussex
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The Victoria Care Centre family would like to wish all our service users and 
their families and friends a very Happy Diwali and a prosperous New Year. 
Our thoughts and prayers are also with the community members and families who have 

sadly lost loved ones due to Covid-19 pandemic. 

020 8963 9780
info@victoria-centre.co.uk 

Acton Lane, Park Royal, London NW10 7BR
www.victoriacarecentre.co.uk

We recognise that it can be challenging to move into a nursing 
home. Our aim is not just to care for your condition but to care 
for you as a person. We will work with you to ensure you get 
the support you need and to give you the best possible quality 
of life. 

We house 115 en-suite bedrooms with large, spacious and 
varied communal social areas.  When you fi rst move in, our 
staff will support you to help you settle in and adapt to your 
new home. We offer a range of social activities to help you 
meet people and feel at ease. We also provide a wide range 
of therapeutic and leisure activities to support your recovery, 
wherever possible, and to help you to manage your symptoms 
and live a full and active life. 

Compassionate Care 
From Highly Qualifi ed Staff 
For Your Loved Ones

Victoria Care Centre provides specialist, around-the-clock care for elderly nursing needs, 
dementia care, as well as young adults with long-term neurological conditions, such as 

traumatic brain injury, stroke and multiple sclerosis.

A comforting and active environment where the individual 
needs of the elderly and vulnerable are met
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Navratri 2023

Photo’s courtesy of  Kaushik Bathia Photography
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4 Barlow Way, Fairview Industrial Estate,  
Rainham, Essex, RM13 8BT

T: 08000 820 844 • T: 020 8501 3941 
E: info@vissiuniforms.co.uk • W: www.vissiuniforms.co.uk

Stockist • Hotel & Catering • Manufacturing  
Workwear • Embroidery • Promotional Clothing  

Printing • Bespoke Design

Wishing All The Members

A Happy Diwali &  
A Prosperous New Year

from
Vinod & Daksha Thakrar
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Advising Companies and Private Clients
Corporate Finance Solutions 

Commercial Mortgages 

Property Finance

Development Finance

Bridging Finance for Auction Purchases

Residential Buy-to Let Mortgages for High Networth clients

FINANCING AS BUSINESS DEMANDS IT

Refinance of Large

Residential &

Commercial property

portfolio

Mr Darshan Roy

Director

For more information visit www.zoomfinanceltd.com
Email: darshan@zoomfinanceltd.com

Zoom Finance Ltd

We are Credit Brokers sourcing from whole of the market M: 07961 022 448

Member of

Zoom Finance Ltd is Authorised and Regulated by Financial Conduct Authority (Reference number: 663760)

Registered office: 116A Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 7JG
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FROM

THE MANAGEMENT & STAFF OF 
WAITROSE, SOUTH HARROW, HA2 0EG

WISHING YOU ALL 
A Happy Diwali &

a Prosperous New Year
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માથાનો દુખાવો (માઈ�ેન) 

 

દુ�નયામ� દર�ક સાતમીથી એક �ય��ત માથાના દુખાવાથી પીડાય છે. �ુ�ષો કરતા 

મ�હલાઓમ� આ પીડા વ�ુ �વા મળે છે. મ�હલાઓમ� એ��ોજન હોમ�ન થતા ફ� રફારન ે

કારણે તેમને માઈ�ેન વ�ુ થાય છે 

 
માઈ�ેન �ુરોલો��કળ સમ�યા છે. આ બીમાર� મગજ તથા નવ�ન ે�ભાિવત કર છે. 

માથામ� દુખાવા ઉપર�ત ઉ�� નાકમ�થી પાણી વહ� �ંુ, �કાશ ક�  અવાજ થી �ુ�ક�લી થવા 

લાગે છે. માઈ�ેનની અસર �ો�નક હોય છે. 

 

કારણ:- ઓછ� ઊંડા તથા ખરાબ આદત (��ટન) �ુ� ખરાબ ગણાય. દર�ક �ય��તને થતા 

માઈ�ેનના કારણે અલગ અલગ હોય છે. સામા� કારણો �નેે ટ� �ગર કર� છે ત ેપણ હોઈ 

શક� . તેજ �કાર હવામાનમ� ફ�રફાર, દ�હયદરશન, હામ�નમ� પ�રવત�ન થી પણ માઈ�ેન થાય 

છે. માઈ�ેનના બે �કાર હોય છે. પેહલો �કાર ચોરાની રાથ ેમાઈ�ેન �મે� ચહ�રા પાર 

�પોટ,�ુ�ર� થાઉં છે આ દુખાવો 20 �મ�નટથી એક કલાક �ુધી રહ�  છે. બી� �કાર મા 

ચાર તબ�ા હોય છે. �મે� માથાના એક ભાગમ� તી� દુખાવો, નાકમ�થી પાણી વહ� �ંુ, 

ઉ�� અન ેડોક અકળાઈ જવા �વેી સમ�યા થતી હોય છે. આ દુખાવો ઘણા �દવસ �ુધી 

રહ�  છે. 

 

ઉપાય:- લીફ��ાઇલમ� પ�રવત�ન અને ઘરગ�� ુઉપાયોથી દુખાવામ� રાહત મેળવી શકાય 

છે �મે�:- 

 

આખો બંધ કર�ન ેઠંડા પાણીથી સવાર લો  

 

10 �મ�નટ �ુધી ઠંડા પાણીથી �પા�ન� કરો. 
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વાતો કરો. દબાયેલી લઘાણીઓને બહાર કાળો 

 

�કાશ, અવાજ વગરે�થી પોતાની �તને દૂર રાખો 

 

એકથી પ�ચ �ુધી ગણતા ગણતા �ાસ લો અન ેછોડો  

 

કોઈ સતં જ�યાએ આખો બંધ કર� બસેો. ઊંડા �ાસ લો અન ે�ેઅ�થ� કરો 

 

કપાળ ઉપર ઇસ કો�ડ પાણીના પોતા �ુકો 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

�વનની તાવડ� પાર, સંસારની રોટલીઓ શેકત� શેકત�, આંગળ�ઓ ક�ટલા ચાતક લા�યા  

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

પ�તની સાથે સાથરે બાળકોની સંભાળ રાખતા રાખતા વડ�લો�ું મન રાખતા રાખતા ક�ટલી 

વખત ઝૂક� હશે 

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

નાની અમથી �ૂલ થાય એટલે ઘરના લોકોની, બહાર ના લોકોની ખર� ખોટ� સ�ભળ� પણ 

લીધી કાળ�ના ક�ટલા કરતા થયા  

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

એક માટ� બી� માટ� આની માટ� એની માટ� �વતા �વતા એ પોતાના માટ� ક�ટ�ું �વેી 

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

પ�ી માળેથી દૂર ઉડ� ગયા મને માળામ� જ છોડ� ગયા એ�ય�ની થઇ સતંાન દ�ધી મને �ુદન ે

ક�ટ�ું મ��ંુ મન મ� એ કહ� એ�ુબા��ંુ પણ ન�હ. 

 

હા આ�ંુ �વે� બધા માટ� સમ�પત થયા બાદ પણ 

 

મ� એ કદ� ગ��ંુ જ ન�હ 

 

એ મ�ુ આપણ ે�ુ ઋણ �ૂકવવા બસ એમન ેઅંતરના વંદન સાથરે સમ�પત   
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LCNL Golf Report
The annual LNCL golf  tournament was held at the Pinner Hill golf  club on 20th July 2023. The event proved to be an even 
bigger success than last year with 100 golfers taking part. The whole day proved to be an immense success with all participants 
enjoying not only the golf  but also the BBQ in the evening. There was incredible interest in the event, having been oversubscribed. 

I would like to thank all the participants without whom there would have been no golf  day. It was also great to see a fantastic 
turnout for the evening BBQ as it has been quite a while since we have held one of  these.

Our main sponsor for the event this year was Harold Benjamin Solicitors, HT & Co Drinks and REIM CAPITAL, to whom we 
are very grateful for their support. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Vishal Sharma for providing various goody 
bags for the participants.

Again, we were able to acquire several sponsors for the event and thank them all for the generosity that they showed in sponsoring 
our event. The sponsors for the holes were: Sterling Accountants, Harold Benjamin, Santok Group Harrow Service Centre, The 
Fairview Hotel Collection Jade Pharmacy, Handsdale Limited, Arkay Windows, Lal Ondhia Ltd, County Insurance Group, Chin 
Chin/Coffee 2 Cocktails, Blackstone Moregate, Golf  round pocketbook, Dojo Restaurant, Minster care Group, Lukha Care 
Homes, Club 2000, Ram Travel, Major estates, DKLM.

Finally, can I say a special thank you to the following individuals who worked immensely hard both prior to and on the day to 
organise such a great event and without who the event would not have been possible; Mahendra Ganatra, Ashok Sodha, Vinod 
Thakrar, Deepak Jatania, Janu Kotecha, Prakash Radia, Ronak Paw, Vishal Sodha, Amit Chandarana and anyone else who was 
involved in organising this event whose name I may have forgotten to mention. Everyone played a major role in ensuring that the 
event was a success. 

Regards

Dhiru Savani 
Conveyor 
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LONDONS PREMIER EVENTS VENUE

Now taking bookings!

Dhamecha Lohana Centre Ltd
Brember Road, South Harrow, 

Middlesex HA2 8AX
Tel: 020 8423 1123 • Mob: 07593 571 990

Email: info@dlchall.org

www.dlchall.org

Weddings • Sangeet Night • Mehefil • Seminars
Training • Parties • Meetings • Conferences
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WE ALL WISH  HAPPY DIWALI AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL

Members Of  North London Lohana Community
All Dear Relatives and Friends And Family Members.

AVIRY ESTATES LLPAVIRY ESTATES LLP
42 PINNER PARK GARDEN, HARROW, MIDDX, HA2 6LQ

TEL: 07850 902 627

Janu KotechaJanu Kotecha
Maheshwari KotechaMaheshwari Kotecha

Amit, Purvi, Riyan and RhysAmit, Purvi, Riyan and Rhys
Ravi,Nima,Nia and AviRavi,Nima,Nia and Avi
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3075

4175

5975                                  JAPAN  11 DAYS 

             Dep.Date: 09TH APRIL 2024   &      09TH MAY 2024
 SOUTH KOREA WITH JAPAN         17 DAYS 

              Dep.Date : 09TH APRIL 2024  &      09TH MAY 2024 

 SOUTH KOREA                        09 DAYS 

             Dep.Date : 17TH APRIL 2024   &      17TH MAY 2024 

TOKYO - MT.FUJI - HAKONE - HIROSHIMA - KOBE - KYOTO

NARA - OSAKA - JEJU - BUSAN - SEOUL

4175

5475SOUTH AMERICA             15 DAYS  

BRAZIL - RIO DE JANEIRO - IGUAZU FALLS  

ARGENTINA - BUENOS AIRES - PERU -CUSCO

MACHU PICCHU - LIMA.      Dep. Date : 04 th JUNE 2024

      

     

5975

VIETNAM & CAMBODIA      13 DAYS  

HANOI - HA LONG BAY - HO CHI MONH CITY -SAIGON

CAO DAI  - MEKONG DELTA - SIEM REAP - ANGKOR

975

      Dep. Date: 16th January 2024

LUCKNOW - AYODHYA - CHHAPAIYA -

ALLAHABAD - CHARNAT - VARANASI     08 DAYS

         WITH NEPAL  15 DAYS

         ONLY NEPAL  08 DAYS

    Dep. Date : 04th DEC. 2023 & 15th FEB. 2024

3175

1975

975

EAST AFRICA                 12 DAYS    

WITH MOMBASA            18 DAYS

NAIROBI - NYERI - LAKE NAKURA - MASAI MARA

KAMPALA - MURCHISON FALLS - MOMBASA -

ZANZIBAR - DAR ES SALAAM Dep. Date : 09th January 2024

3475

5675

3075 6975

CHARDHAM YATRA             15 DAYS 
DELHI - HARIDWAR - YAMUNOTRI - GANGOTRI - 
KEDARNATH - BADIRNATH - HARIDWAR - DELHI
     Dep. Date : 21th MAY 2024 & 04 th JUNE 2024

2275

 AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND   20 DAYS

 WITH FIJI                                      23 DAYS

 GREYMOUTH - FRANZ JOSEF - WANAKA - 

 QUEENSTOWN - MELBOURNE - CAIRNS - SYDNEY

 CHRISTCHURCH - GREYMOUTH - FRANZ JOSEF 

 WANAKA - QUEENSTOWN  ROTORUA - AUCKLAND 

 WAITOMOD GLOW WORM CAVE - NADI (FIJI)

Dep Date : 21th NOV 2023 & 27th FEB 2024

7575

TURKEY                          11 DAYS

ISTANBUL - CAPPADOCIA - KONYA - ANTALYA

PAMUKKALE - KUSADASI       Dep. Date : 27 th April 2024

ISRAEL & JORDAN        12 DAYS 

TEL AVIV - GALILEE AREA - JERUSALEM 

AQABA AMMAN - PETRA        Dep. Date : 20th June 2024

2175

3625

MOROCCO                      9 DAYS 

CASABLANCA- RABAT - MARAKECH OURIKA VALLEY - AGADIR
     Dep. Date : 12th March 2024, 29th April & 20th June 2024

1375

PHILIPPINES                   12 DAYS

MANILA - ANGELES - CEBU      Dep.Date : 12th February 2024

3175

ALL TOUR DEPARTURE 

AVAILABLE FROM INDIA

HAVE THE SAME DATE 

+44 7466874826  |  Mumbai Branch Office        +91 9820050321        +91 9892808620

PRS Accountants and Taxation Services
PRS House, 36 Glebe Road, Finchley, London, N3 2AX

T: 020 8723 2331 • F: 020 8723 2341
E: info@prsaccounts.com • W: www.prsaccounts.com

At PRS Accountants and Taxation Services we 
believe the ‘future is what you make it’....and 

our vision is to help our clients achieve this in 
both their business and personal lives.
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Wishing you all 
a Happy Diwali 
& a Prosperous 

New Year
from

Jamnadasbhai & Manisha 
Raithatha & Family

Diwali Bulletin Committee
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Mahila Events

LMP Awards
LMP President Shree Satishbhai Vithalani awarded Neil Shonchhatra, Urmilaben Thakkar MBE and Sanjaybhai 

Radia, for their selfless service to the community. Recognising individuals who contribute selflessly to their communities 
is a wonderful way to acknowledge their dedication and commitment to making a positive impact on the lives of  others.
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On behalf of the Thakrar family and the 
entire team at the HTdrinks Group.

www.htdrinksgroup.com

Group Head Office: 31-37 Park Royal Road | London | NW10 7LQ  0208 963 3130


